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Revelations Expression of God's Love.... B.D. No. 5859

January 22nd 1954

y love for you knows no limits, and My love for you also causes Me to reveal Myself to you, 
for what I love I want to possess. But I can only take possession of that which voluntarily 

comes to Me, and in order to be voluntarily striven for I must also be recognised as worth striving for.  
You must recognise Me as the eternal Love, as your Father Who created you in His love. Therefore I  
must reveal Myself to you.... Everything that is announced to you about Me must be confirmed by My 
revelations, otherwise it is untrue, and all promises I give or have given to you must come true.... And 
so I also gave you the promise to remain with you until the end of the world.... And if you want proof 
of My presence you must pay attention to My revelations,  you must believe that I Am with you 
faithful to My promise, and then it will also no longer be improbable to you that I address you in My 
greater than great love, which wants to give you a sign in order to win your love.... you have come 
forth from Me.... you cannot deny a creating Power, a Father Who called you into being.... and you 
should now also believe that all His love belongs to you.... You shall believe that He created you to 
remain in union with you forever and ever.... You should believe that the Being Which created you in 
His love is also exceedingly wise and also has a purpose connected with your creation, that you are  
not merely products of a whim but destined for a high and highest goal and that therefore your Creator 
will not rest until you have reached the goal of your destiny.... that He therefore does not let any of His 
creations out of His sight and accompanies them with His care on all their paths. You should believe 
that His Fatherly love follows you even if you strive towards the abyss, but that it always steps into 
your path and makes itself known to you.... that you will therefore always be looked after by My love 
even if you don't recognise it.... But I want you to learn to recognise Me, and I constantly direct your 
thoughts (eyes) to My rule and activity, to all My works of creation, to everything that proves to you a 
Creator and Sustainer....  I  first try to awaken faith in Me as Creator in you in order to only then 
emerge as eternal love, in order to then reveal Myself to you through My Word, through My address, 
which proves Myself to you as Father and also makes My will known to you. For by fulfilling My 
will you also prove your love for Me, and now you voluntarily come to Me and I can take possession 
of you for My exceeding joy and make you blissfully happy for eternity.... I only want your bliss 
because all My love belongs to you, but you will only find the path to Me when you are informed by 
Me of your goal and your earthly task. And therefore revelations continue to reach you in various 
forms....  Every revelation proves  Me....  But  if  I  can be present  in  you and reveal  Myself  to  you 
through My Word, then you have already come considerably closer to Me, then My love has taken 
hold of you and will never let you fall again....

M

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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God is love 

God is Love.... The mystery of love.... B.D. No. 2289

April 4th 1942

he greatest mystery is the love of God, and this mystery can only be revealed through love, that 
is, only a person who is actively kind-hearted himself is capable of understanding divine love. 

Each loving spiritual thought is an emanation of God, Who is Love in Himself. And the willingness to 
accept such a thought,  that is,  to direct it  from the heart,  where it  is born, to the brain, hence to  
effectively take possession of it, is the willingness to receive this emanation of love from God. For the 
heart's willingness is the prerequisite for God's love to become effective.... God is Love.... This is a 
mystery and it will remain a mystery for people for as long as they belong to this earth and often still  
in the beyond. For they associate the concept of love with a Being. In their eyes it is a characterisation 
of a Being, and yet Love is the Being Itself.... Love is something spiritual which does not explain the 
character but is in itself a Being.... love it that which is good, divine, when the word is used in relation 
to people.... whereas God Himself is only imaginable as Love, yet it will only become understandable 
to those people who are so permeated by love themselves that they, during their activity of love, also 
feel the closeness of God. For what they feel is only love again, and yet they are close to God, because 
God and love are one and the same. Everything that shapes itself into love is in heartfelt contact with 
God, i.e., shaping oneself into love is adapting the hitherto imperfect to the perfect. Love is something 
perfect.... God is perfection, thus love and God must be one and the same. But lack of love is a degree 
of imperfection; it is also a state of distance from God, because God without love is inconceivable. For 
this reason loving activity will always trigger a feeling of happiness, and this is the proximity of God 
which can be markedly felt by the soul, consequently, all increased activity of love will also manifest 
itself in an increased feeling of happiness, inner peace and firm self-confidence, because all this is 
divine, i.e., the evidence of God's closeness which can only have a spiritual effect, thus in emotions of 
the soul and not in the body's well-being. God's proximity in turn generates love, for since God is 
Love in Himself, His presence must manifest itself in a feeling of love again. And this love flows back 
to God as its origin.... the person having shaped himself into love, that is, his soul, unites with God....  
Love flows to love, and thus the unification takes place between the being with the Primordial Being,  
Which in Itself is only Love....

T

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

God wants to be recognised through Creation as Love.... B.D. No. 5689

May 31th 1953

he Controller of the universe knows no obstacles, everything is subject to Him, every creature 
must yield to His will, every living creation, be it a spiritual one or banished into an earthly shell. 

His will reigns supreme, even though He allows the human being freedom of will; nevertheless, it can 
never be doubted, for He alone is Lord over Heaven and Earth, over the blissful world of spirits as 
well as over the kingdom of darkness. It should therefore not be difficult for people to acknowledge 
this Lord, for everything surrounding a person testifies to Him and His will. For although the human 
being has freedom of will, he is not capable of challenging God's will, nor is he able to make God's  
will compliant with his own; but he is not capable of creating from within himself anything that his 
eyes  behold  and  his  senses  feel  either....  He  can acknowledge  God,  if  he  therefore  does  not 
acknowledge Him he will be lying to himself and through this lie he will defy the Spirit Which created 
Him.  And,  in  a  manner  of  speaking,  he  is  passing  his  own judgment....  banishment  from God's 

T
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proximity.... were it not for the fact that God is also Eternal Love.... God's strength and power cannot 
be denied, and the fact that it reveals itself through Creation is the evidence of His love for His created 
beings. For it is His will that they can recognise Him, it is His will that they believe in Him and He  
makes Himself recognisable by revealing His power and strength.... He longs for His living creations'  
love and can only gain it  by manifesting Himself  as a God of love....  And therefore it  is  clearly 
identifiable  that  His  creations  arose  for  His  living  beings.  The  strength  motivating  Him to  let 
constantly  new  creations  arise  is  Love;  consequently,  the  creations  must  also  correspond  to  the 
purpose of showing love, His creations must serve to cause happiness and delight or help to lead to 
happiness and bliss. Anyone who wants to recognise this creative will and is able to do so will himself 
come aglow with love for his eternal Creator, for where the evidence of love is established it awakens 
love as well. Demonstrating His power and strength is not the sole purpose for His Creation; instead, 
it is intended to show His love which motivated Him to let each creation arise. However, first the 
Being Itself has to be recognised before a Being's  love can be known, it has to be believed that the 
Being is a Supreme Power, that It is supremely perfect; and this can be believed because this Power 
gives evidence of Itself through every creation. Yet God is not satisfied by the mere belief in His 
power and strength, He wants to be recognised as love, on account of which all His creations also 
prove God's emanation of love by having the useful and beneficial purpose of facilitating the return of 
that which is distant from God.... But this ultimate purpose is only evident to those who have already 
recognised God as a supremely perfect Being, as love; even so, every thinking human being should 
questioningly observe the surrounding creations so that he can receive an answer:... that God reveals 
Himself through Creation, that His will emerges everywhere, that no being can determine this will, 
that therefore the power and strength is entirely with Him, but that His power and strength only gains 
shape through His all-transcending love which demonstrates itself because it wants to be loved in 
return.... because it only ever wants to give pleasure. God's love can never be denied, just like the 
powerful will of the Controller of all worlds, Who cannot be resisted by anything, Who must and can 
be recognised where the will for it exists....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Turn away of spiritual beings from God 

Act of creating the spiritual beings.... B.D. No. 7067

March 17th 1958

t  is  My will  that you shall  be enlightened where darkness prevails.  People who don't  question 
cannot receive answers, but those who want to know and turn to Me Myself will receive My reply 

so that they will learn to recognise Me in My love and wisdom and grant their love to Me.... The act of 
creating the spiritual beings was a spiritual process which will only be understandable to you humans 
when you enter the kingdom of light. As long as you live on earth it can only be roughly outlined to 
you according to your level of understanding. Nevertheless, it will not divert from the truth, but it will 
lack both the deeper reasons as well as the infinitely many intermediate processes which, however, 
would not contribute towards your enlightenment either. However, you can rest assured that I will not 
let your thinking become confused, since you only wish to be instructed in the truth. When I created 
the first being I was only motivated by the thought of creating a vessel for Myself which was intended 
to assimilate My ceaselessly outpouring strength of love.... because My infinite love wanted to give 
itself and only ever provide happiness.... My strength of love constantly brought forth all kinds of 
spiritual creations. Therefore I also wanted to create something that corresponded to Me Myself, thus 
an image of Me. And My will came to pass .... a being of supreme perfection arose beside Me which 
was pleasing to Me, which was indescribably beautiful, it was an image of Myself which from then on 
was so permeated by My strength of love that it  was equally able to be creatively active without 
limitation. And just as the source of My strength of love had motivated Me into shaping a receiving 
vessel into which it could flow, the same will and desire also arose in this being to make use of the  
constant influx of My love's strength and, likewise, to let beings arise from within itself. Thus the 
same  process  repeated  itself,  because  I  wanted  to  let  this  first-created  being  participate  in  the 
incredible bliss of giving life to like-natured beings, for as an 'image' of Myself it was imbued with the 
same feelings, it was overflowing with love, and the strength it constantly received from Me did not 
keep the being inactive either.... which resulted in this very process of creating countless beings.... 
Hence  these  created  beings  could  not  be  different from  My  first-created  being....  they  were 
supremely perfect, brightly radiant and overwhelmingly powerful spirits which all corresponded to the 
image I had externalised. Through My influx of strength, which made the act of creating these beings 
possible in the first place, I was therefore also their 'Creator', although the will of the first-created 
being had to avail itself first of this strength of Mine. Hence all beings emerged from Me and My first 
image....  and  all  beings  possessed  the  same  creative  power.  But  My will was  also  active  in  all 
originally created beings, the host of originally created spirits were inflamed with burning  love for 
Me, because My fire of love was their fundamental element, they had been the products of purest love 
and therefore all created beings were also positively inclined towards Me....

I

Endless times passed by in most blissful harmony and a constant exchange of love.... and this state  
need never have changed. But then the process of creating took on a different form.... which should 
only be understood in a spiritual sense. This was triggered by the desire of My first-created being, the 
bearer of light, to see Me. The being's love for Me was still unchanged and therefore it desired to 
behold Me even though it knew that I, as the 'centre of strength and light' could not be visible to My 
created beings, which would have ceased to exist in view of My abundance of light.... it would have 
consumed the created beings.... which were sparks of My light.... and thus a beholding of Me was not 
possible. And because it was unable to behold Me the thought flashed up in it to become independent 
from Me and more or less present itself to the host of originally created being as 'Creator itself'.... a 
thought which arose as a consequence of the desire to see Me  despite  better knowledge.  As an 
attribute of perfection all beings also possessed free will which, however, always corresponded to My 
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will. And this free will allowed for the said mental confusion.... Thus the bearer of light, Lucifer, was 
not prevented by Me from aiming his will in the wrong direction. Even so, the process of creation 
started to falter, that is, as long as his will no longer harmonised with Mine he more or less closed  
himself off to the flow of My love, yet always just temporarily, for at first his resistance was so small  
that love nevertheless came through again and he utterly devoted himself to Me once more, which 
then also resulted in an unabated flow of My strength of love and thus continued creative activity. But 
time and again the wrong thoughts kept emerging in him because he did not confide them in Me 
Myself so that I could have refuted them.... For he temporarily excluded Me without realising that he 
thereby lessened his strength.... As soon as he loosened the bond with Me through wrongly inclined 
thoughts the inflow of strength of love also lessened; however, he did not realise this in view of the 
countless multitude of spirits he had already called into existence through his will and the use of My 
strength.... Time and again it must be emphasised that My strength enabled him to create the beings in 
the first place and that only his love for Me gave him the strength.... so it is understandable, that a 
reduction of his love also reduced the influx of strength. And at the same time, every created being 
was also the  proof of Lucifer's connection with Me.... thus no other being could arise after Lucifer 
consciously separated from Me, on account of which all created beings belong to Me as well, for they 
are 'My emanated strength of love'. And yet a large proportion of all created beings had fallen away 
from Me....  And that justifies the question as to whether the beings differed in their  fundamental 
substance....

I only externalised one being as an independent entity.... And this being was created in My image. 
Consequently,  all  spiritual beings which were brought into existence by this being had to entirely 
correspond to Me and My image again.... They were the same perfect, most radiantly shining living 
creations, for only something supremely perfect was able to emerge from our mutual love and will, 
which both corresponded to each other.... beings, which were by no means inferior to the first-created 
bearer of light.... Hence they were equally extremely powerful and ablaze with burning love for Me, 
even though they were unable to behold Me. Nevertheless, they recognised Me, for I also revealed 
Myself to them through the Word. It was an infinitely large number of spirits which glorified Me and 
sang My praises, which, in reverence, were willing to serve Me and which were only ever active 
according to My will, thus they were images of Me Myself. And this indescribably happy multitude of 
spirits should have increased the light bearer's love for Me ever more.... Yet various feelings in him 
began to oppose each other:  He saw the gloriously radiating beings and desired to behold Me as 
well.... Since he was visible to the beings he deemed himself superior to Me and no longer wanted to 
acknowledge Me as the One from Whom everything had emerged, despite the fact that he knew that 
he, too, had originated from Me. Conscious of the strength permeating him, he began to separate 
himself from the source of strength.... a process which lasted for an infinitely long time because the 
desire for happiness repeatedly pushed him back to Me and therefore he repeatedly received strength 
again for the creation of new beings. And so these beings, too, consisted of the same fundamental 
substance, namely of My emanated strength of love; however the sporadic separation from Me also 
influenced the process of creation to a certain extent, insofar as those beings' will and love was more 
inclined towards their maker than Me.... but I neither tried to influence these beings nor the bearer of  
light. Yet they were equally enlightened, they recognised Me as their Creator and were therefore also 
able to make the right decision in free will when this important decision was demanded of them.

My first-created being was connected with  all beings produced by him, just as I was inseparably 
linked with all beings because My strength of love had to permeate them were they to continue to 
exist. My adversary tried to maintain the connection with his created beings even after his will was 
already opposing Mine.... that is, he also inspired the  first spirits into turning away from Me and a 
number of of them succumbed to his temptation, Lucifer also pulled them into the abyss and their 
realisation should have truly made them abhor his disgraceful plan. And their sin was far greater still, 
therefore, their path of return will also be considerably more difficult.... whereas the majority of the 
first-created  beings  remained  with  Me  when  the  followers  of  My  present  adversary  detached 
themselves from Me. The hidden resistance with which Lucifer started to oppose Me resulted in the 
fact that an infinitely large host of created spirits decided partly for and partly against Me when the 
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test of will was expected of them. For the resistance disturbed the hitherto integrated whole.... My 
former image was no longer governed by the same will, the same love, it had caused a rift and this 
division was also felt by the beings which had emerged from our love, which were now like their  
maker, even though My strength was involved in their creation. But since this resistance had not been 
present  in  the first-created spiritual  being,  since the light  bearer's  love and will  were completely 
merged with  Mine,  it  was  only  possible  for  such beings  to  emerge  from our  love  which  utterly 
corresponded to us, whose brilliant abundance of light and unlimited strength were true images of Me 
Myself as well as of the being which I had externalised from Me in My love.... and which also, with a 
few exceptions,  remained with  Me.  And the  same process  occurred  in  the  latter  as  happened in 
Lucifer: free will aimed in the wrong direction.... they desired to see their God and Creator and drew 
the wrong conclusions from My necessary invisibility by acknowledging that which was 'visible' to 
them as their 'God', who then exalted himself and drew countless beings to himself, which all detached 
themselves volitionally from Me and thereby plunged into the abyss....

Once all created beings glowed with light and strength, because nothing could have arisen without 
the flow of My love's strength. The reduced emanation of light only began with Lucifer's reduced love 
for Me, but this did not mean that these beings were lacking the light of realisation, for at the moment 
of creating the beings My strength of love also permeated the maker of all the beings again; but these 
moments became increasingly less frequent until he voluntarily rebelled against Me and was no longer 
able to receive any influx of strength because he rejected it by believing himself to be just as powerful 
as Me.... And then his state of mind became dark as well.... He.... who once had been in My image....  
became My direct opposite, his nature reversed completely, he had sunk into the deepest abyss and his 
followers with him, whom he regarded as his supposed power and strength. The highest being, having 
emerged from My love, had sunk the lowest, because it misused its free will, the characteristic of 
divine origin.... And it was left up to every being to aim this will in My or his direction, every being  
was able to pass the test of will because every being possessed the light of realisation and also had the 
strength at its disposal to resist the urging for its maker.... But neither will every fallen being ever lose 
My love, for My love let it arise and My love will never ever let it perish again, but until it surrenders  
its resistance it will not be able to feel My love and thus remain wretched. However, one day its 
resistance will diminish and the being will look for My love again and consciously take the path of 
return to Me.... Then it will recognise My inconceivable love, it will recognise its God and Creator in 
Jesus Christ, in Whom I Myself became for all beings the visible God, Whom they desired to see and 
Who prepared for them the path of return into the Father's house....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Cause of Lucifer's apostasy from God.... B.D. No. 8672

November 13th 1963

hen I called miniatures of Myself into being I was motivated to do so by My infinite love 
which wanted to give itself away, which wanted to create vessels for itself in order to flow into 

them.... My love demonstrates itself as strength, and this strength wanted to be creatively active, and 
thus My creations.... because My strength flowed into these vessels.... likewise had to be creatively 
active  again,  for  these  beings,  as  images  of  Myself,  had  the  same  intrinsic  creative  urge  which 
impelled the constantly inflowing strength into activity again, because the strength which emanated 
from Me as the primary source of strength constantly created life. And thus you will understand that  
all  beings which had come forth from Me were in a  state where they knew no restriction in the 
creation of manifold works, which made them blissfully happy....  but that they, like Me, were not 
subjected to any restriction either, for My love was infinite, and thus My strength of love flowed into 
all beings in order to give them pleasure.

W

Neither did the being's creative activity ever come to a standstill,  because My  strength had no 
limitation, it  will never spend itself,  it  will always and forever flow, and thus new creations will 
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eternally arise, just as all My once emanated beings will receive My unlimited strength for creating 
and shaping as long as they open themselves to Me, i.e., as long as they do not resist My illumination 
of love. And this blissful state truly would never have needed to end because I, for  My part, would 
never have imposed a restriction on the beings and thus they never needed to fear a lessening of 
strength either. And yet a change occurred in the beings'  greater than blissful state....  caused by a 
situation which the beings considered to be imperfect: the fact that I Myself, their God and Creator, 
was not visible to them as a being like themselves, that they indeed knew of Me as their Father from 
Whom they had originated, but because I did not visibly present Myself to them they looked at it as a 
limitation of My perfection. They began to entertain wrong thoughts since they did not openly raise 
this question with Me Myself, which I would have answered so that they could have realised and 
corrected their wrong notion....

But they believed they could conceal these inner doubts about My perfection, and yet I knew of 
them.... However, I did not use coercion but gave their thoughts free rein which they nevertheless 
misused.... For they also recognised the same doubts about My perfection in the  first being I had 
externalised and whose beauty radiated in supreme brilliance.... For eternities this being had given Me 
all its love indeed, and in this love it was exceedingly happy and shared My will.... even though its 
will was also free.

Yet now and then small doubts arose even in this brightly radiating being because it could not see 
Me either. Nevertheless, time and again its great love for Me suppressed the emerging doubts, and it 
gave itself to Me finding its beatitude in constantly creating same-natured beings by means of its will 
and the use of My strength. Yet this doubt about Me kept emerging and he, too, did not put it to Me,  
which he could have done....  He nourished the doubt so that it  became increasingly stronger and 
reduced his love for Me.... But thereby he also weakened himself since his reduced love for Me also 
lessened My flow of love and thus restricted his creative activity as well.

Had he been able to see Me it would not have been possible for him to turn away from Me, yet the 
fire of My love would have consumed him, for no created being is able to look into the primal fire of 
My love without ceasing to exist....  He knew it,  too, because he possessed supremely enlightened 
awareness, yet he played with the thought to be greater than Me because he radiated in brightest light 
and supremely perfected beauty.... He could not imagine any being to exceed him in light and beauty, 
and therefore he also claimed the right to rule over all created beings, whom he undoubtedly had 
created but the strength to do so he had received from Me. He now saw his power in the host of the  
spiritual beings and therefore believed himself able to do without My strength, he believed that he had 
withdrawn it from Me through the creation of the countless beings, and the fact that I did not visibly 
present Myself to him was regarded by him as evidence of My powerlessness....

And I did not disillusion him because I had externalised him as a completely free being which I will  
never ever compel into changing its will and its thinking.... even if he keeps his distance from Me for 
eternities.  Now  My  strength  met  with  opposition  and  resistance,  and  consequently  it  remained 
completely ineffective. And now this, My first-created being, is no longer capable of generating any 
works of creation, yet it believes itself great and powerful because it looks upon the immense number 
of  spiritual  beings  as  his possession,  who,  like  him,  had  revolted  against  Me  and  rejected  My 
illumination of love.... They, too, are incapable of any activity, because they also moved infinitely far  
away from Me. But it was their free will, which I respect and thus they will remain distant from Me 
until they voluntarily approach Me again and appeal to Me for My illumination of love.... Even the 
first-created being.... My present adversary.... will take the path of return to Me one day, sooner or  
later he, too, will long for My illumination of love again and voluntarily accept it from Me, because 
one day he will give up his resistance, even if it takes an eternity.... Yet everything that was once 
emanated by Me as strength will inevitably return to the eternal source of strength again....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Rejecting the strength of love was the 'sin'.... B.D. No. 8880

November 8th 1964

f  you are  spoken  to  from above it  is  a  sign  of  My never-ending love  which  takes  pity  upon 
humanity and wants to come to their aid.... And this love will always and forever apply to you, for 

you are also part of Me, even though you followed My adversary into the abyss of your own free will. 
Nevertheless, your fundamental nature is love. And I will not rest until you have changed yourselves 
into your fundamental nature again. So if you are now spoken to from above you will also recognise 
by My address that it can only be the work of a good power, for I only ever endeavour to cultivate 
love in you and to refer you to Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation, since then you will travel the 
right path which results in your change while you are still on this earth. Hence you should not doubt  
the origin of that which comes to you from above.... Its content cannot be anything but good, and thus 
it must be free from error.... For you are taught by the Eternal Truth Itself and can be completely 
confident that  It will not offer you misguided teachings. But during the last days this assurance is 
absolutely essential, for it is even intended to make My light bearers doubt the truthfulness of their 
messages. Yet let it be sufficient for you to know that I Myself protect My bearers of light from all  
errors. For who else can give you the guarantee for pure truth if not I Myself, Who knows their will 
and their desire for truth? Time and again I say to you that the adversary's working is especially aimed 
at those of  you who want to spread the  light.... that he intends to prevent this and therefore avails 
himself of all means in order to cast doubts into people's hearts regarding the truthfulness of these 
proclamations....  Yet  My influence,  too,  will  become  more  and  more  evident.  I  will  ever  more 
obviously highlight the error he has pushed you into, for his aim is to prevent you from knowing the 
truth.... although he will not succeed with those who genuinely desire the truth. And thus everyone 
must seriously scrutinise himself as to whether he desires the pure truth.... in that case he cannot be 
misled anymore; he will recognise it and liberate himself from error. The moment of creation was an 
act of incomparable bliss for Myself as well as for My bearer of light, for the products of his will and 
My  strength  of  love  were  so  extraordinarily  magnificently  shaped  that  they  made  both  of  us 
indescribably happy so that the light bearer's love for Me flared up ever brighter. For the same creative 
power was inherent in them....  they were able to take pleasure in it and likewise actively fashion 
spiritual creations, thereby raising their blissful happiness beyond measure. If I therefore state the fact 
that these created beings did not lack anything, that they were all externalised in My image and that 
they were able to work and be creatively active as long as they were permeated by My light of love....  
then it must also be obvious to you that they forfeited their activity when they rejected this flow of My 
strength of love.... that they thereby lost their light, their realisation, so that their thinking became 
confused and they were no longer capable of being active.... that they hardened but were nevertheless 
My once emanated strength which I therefore reshaped into creations of the most varied kinds....

I

This process has been described to you so often already and you can accept this as the purest truth,  
you can unhesitatingly accept that only the rejection of My strength of love was the sin against Me, 
since the brightest light was kindled in them in which they were entirely aware of the implications of 
their  rebellion.  Consequently,  I  will  also  highlight  the  misguided  notion  of  any  portrayal  that  I 
determined or  caused the fall of the bearer of light as well as the fallen beings. All beings acted 
according to My will until they rejected the flow of My strength of love. But this also resulted in the 
hardening of the spiritual substance.... and the strength I once emanated as a being had to become 
active in different ways, which happened through the dissolution of the substance into tiny particles 
and thus Creation emerged from these. Only from then on did the being have to fight against all kinds 
of obstacles, since it had to overcome them in order to develop higher again. The activity of the non-
fallen beings consisted of using the strength flowing from Me to them.... but these beings were in a 
state of brightest enlightenment.... hence in a state of realisation.... and therefore these beings used 
nothing else but what was according to My will.... As long as the being remained faithful to Me it  
worked and created in My will. But when it turned away from Me it lost the strength for creating and 
shaping. It hardened and remained inactive.... which then resulted in the emergence of Creation. I 
certainly knew from the very beginning that Lucifer and the beings would fall and, for sake of his free  
will, I did not stop him. Nevertheless, I took no part in it because I had granted the bearer of light....  
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Lucifer.... the same power, and neither did I limit it, so that he was able to do anything he wanted to  
do.... And so it was possible for him to persuade the beings to fall away from Me in order to create a 
second world, in a manner of speaking, a world in complete opposition to Me.... Yet all this was only 
possible  by closing himself....  and afterwards  also his  followers....  to  the flow of My strength of 
love....  So the rejection of My strength of love was the  actual sin,  for it  was aimed against  Me 
Myself, since the beings were utterly enlightened regarding their past origin from Me. The fact that 
the beings' thinking ability expressed itself in a completely opposite will to Mine, that it gave rise to 
something utterly adverse to God, did not originate from Me, however, the rejection of My strength of 
love resulted in this wrong direction of will because it signified spiritual darkness, spiritual blindness. 
From then on Lucifer became My direct opposite who was able to transfer all evil thoughts.... which 
originated from himself.... onto the beings. For from the moment they consciously rejected My love he 
gained full control over these beings and kept it until I let Creation arise in order to snatch them from 
his power and to inaugurate the process of return.

But then the beings had to travel a painful path until they.... in the stage of self-awareness and free 
will as a human being.... were able to dispel all their wrong thoughts, completely change their will and 
utterly deify themselves again. Thus they must discard everything of a satanic nature and, of their own 
free will, strive towards the divine. This alone already proves that evil cannot originate from Me or I 
could not be called divine, since only good can be understood by it.... that light and darkness cannot 
exist  at the same time, that I do not incorporate love  and hate .... in short, all  opposites within 
Myself. The free will was indeed able to choose between Me or My adversary, but he was already evil 
when he became My adversary.... and then also created everything that was in opposition to Me.... as 
he was a power like I Myself was.... with the exception that he had a beginning. The worst deception 
used by My adversary is to make you believe that everything of an evil nature originates from Me as 
well. This is why I repeatedly draw your attention to the fact that the actual sin was.... the rejection of 
My strength of love, because this caused the state of confusion in the beings.... the state in which they 
refused every kind of activity according to My will and therefore were dissolved and bound in all 
kinds of creations. For it is the law of eternity that My emanated strength must become active.... that  
this strength must voluntarily be requested again in order to enable the re-transformation into a perfect 
being. That these implanted thoughts in the being originate from Lucifer and thus must be fought 
against during the time of embodiment as a human being has, through My love, become the process 
which is intended to turn the 'creatures' into God's true 'children'. And thus Lucifer unwittingly takes 
an active part in this process of return, which I certainly foresaw from the beginning but I Myself have 
not destined him to become My direct opposite, because he, too, was a free being which came forth 
from Me in all perfection....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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God's saving plan 

The plan of deifying the beings.... B.D. No. 6336

August 19th 1955

y plan of Salvation covers infinitely long times.... the plan of redeeming the fallen spirits, the 
deification of the created beings which once made a wrong decision of will and which therefore 

require an infinitely long time in order to align their will correctly because they completely changed 
their nature into something entirely opposite to Me and yet shall nevertheless become My image again 
one day....  The process of this  transformation or regeneration necessitates an infinitely long time, 
because it must take place in lawful order, otherwise it would result in unavoidable chaos and the 
ultimate goal would never be reached. The fundamental law of My eternal order is and will remain 
love.... Hence, a return to Me can only be achieved if I give all fallen spirits, all those which had 
become imperfect, the opportunity to practise love.... And practising love means being of service.... 
Consequently,  I first had to create the opportunities in which the fallen spirits  were able to serve 
actively....  I  had  to  create  something  which  enabled  these  fallen  spirits  to  contribute  towards  its 
emergence and maintenance.... in every possible way.... And so I conceived Creation as appropriate for 
this purpose.... In a manner of speaking, I let the spiritual substances take active part in its emergence, 
however, I had to enforce this, according to My will they had to enter specific external shapes and 
carry out their assigned activity.... The whole of Creation is governed by the principle of being of 
service, because  My will governs, which is only ever the expression of My greater than great love. 
Compulsory service was therefore necessary at first, because no being would have chosen to serve.... 
to express love.... of its own accord, but the return or re-transformation of the fallen being is and will 
remain My goal.

M

Nevertheless,  even service  in  a  state  of  compulsion achieved a  change,  although it  required  an 
infinitely  long  time....  But  once  the  re-transformation  has  advanced  to  a  point  that  the  original 
opposition to Me has weakened, the being can receive a certain amount of freedom again so that it is 
no longer  forced into being active but voluntarily continues doing the same instead: to serve, for 
which,  however,  it  must first  kindle love in itself.  The purpose and goal of the whole process of 
development  is....  that  its  will  shall  take the right  direction now, that  its  thoughts,  intentions  and 
actions are only determined by the principle of love.... that the re-transformation into love is proven 
and thus the being's deification takes place.... that the goal I set the externalised spiritual being has 
been accomplished.... that the  created being has voluntarily shaped itself into My image, into My 
child....  Yet  during this  infinitely long period of  development  the  being passes  through countless 
phases which one day it will be able to look back upon when, in a state of light, it  is capable of  
grasping the sheer magnitude of My plan of Salvation.... And every individual phase will disclose to it  
the suffering and agonies, which only then will show the immense extent of its fall into the abyss, the 
distance from the One Who, in the beginning, had created it in all perfection.... Only then will My 
love, wisdom and omnipotence be revealed to the beings, and only then will the upsurge of their love 
for Me engulf them and they will become completely immersed in My flow of love.... They will praise 
and glorify Me without end and have no other desire but to serve and help Me to achieve My goal one  
day.... the deification of all created beings.... They are constantly active with love and comply with 
their original purpose: to work and create according to My will which now is their own will as well  
because they are perfect....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Repatriation planan.... Free Will.... B.D. No. 6497

March 10th 1956

y plan of Salvation is designed in unsurpassable wisdom so that it will certainly lead to the goal 
one day.  Yet  freedom of  will  is  always taken into account,  which  is  why,  despite  greatest 

wisdom and endless love, it can take eternities until the spiritual will fully belongs to Me. But free will 
requires such a plan, which always adapts itself to that will and opens up the greatest possibilities for 
the right direction of will. My wisdom, however, saw the direction of the will at all times and My love 
was therefore always able to plan according to this will.... so that success was and is always recorded 
and that time and again spiritual things reach perfection, thus they successfully cover the path of 
Salvation. Yet I also saw the many failures which I have to tolerate because they are based on free will 
but which have already motivated Me from eternity to everlasting activity of love, thus My plan of 
Salvation could therefore already be determined from eternity. An infinite number of beings had fallen 
and the depths of their stay are endless. The path back is infinitely long and yet the goal is once  
attainable. I recognised from eternity what demands were made on My love on the part of those beings 
which do not want to give up their resistance and yet are not left in the abyss by Me forever.... Only  
My love can rescue them from this, and this love therefore devised a plan which will certainly bring 
all fallen beings back to Me but which will also require eternities until all fallen beings have been 
completely  redeemed.  Love,  wisdom and might  will  always accomplish this  work of  return  with 
respect for the free will of that which once emerged from Me as a supremely perfect being.  The 
human being can certainly take note of My plan of Salvation and then gain the conviction that nothing 
is arbitrary, that everything is based on My will of love and My wisdom. But he can never overlook 
My rule and activity for the purpose of the fallen person's return in its full extent, he can only be 
informed in a few words that My love will never rest until everything that once fell can be active in 
fullest freedom and in light and strength.... and that everything takes place according to plan in order 
to achieve this goal, that every thought, every direction of will and every stage of development is 
known to Me, that I know about everything and accordingly approach the human being in earthly life 
such that he can accomplish the return to Me if he wants it himself.... Everything is included in My 
plan of Salvation from eternity but coercion is never exerted, which is why even the most favourable 
opportunities can remain unused and the time of distance from Me is prolonged by the being itself. 
Hence it is free will which is decisive in which time the once fallen being's redemption takes place.... 
As long as you humans believe that you are unfree in your thinking and willing, you still have little 
knowledge....  as  a  result  of  your  former  fall....  It  is  precisely  free  will  which  prevents  Me from 
redeeming you abruptly, which My infinite love would certainly like to do but then the 'characteristic' 
of divinity, free will, would be taken away from you and you would eternally no longer be able to  
become perfect beings but would only ever be directed beings determined by My will which do not 
correspond to My goal, My divine plan of love. People who dispute a free will are still very darkened 
in spirit,  for they are still  under the influence of My adversary who has transferred his will  onto 
them.... But I gave the spiritual being begotten through its will the right of self-determination, so that  
it recognised itself and could freely decide for it or for Me.... And it still fell and thus became guilty 
itself in free will. If, therefore, as a human being it still considers itself dependent on external power 
which determines its will, then it is also still very much in that power.... but it can detach itself from it 
precisely because it has free will which would be strengthened remarkably quickly through the call of 
Jesus Christ, Who died for the human being to be able to strengthen his weakened will at any time. 
And therefore, with the help of the divine Redeemer the return to Me can take place in a shorter time, 
but eternities can still pass by, because free will is decisive.... But everything is planned in My eternal  
plan of Salvation, and My love, wisdom and omnipotence will surely reach the goal one day....

M

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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The upward trend in the creations 

The transformation of the original spirit into creations.... B.D. No. 8216

July 16th 1962

y Word shall bring you clarity, it shall answer questions and solve problems which you are 
unable to solve intellectually yourselves. You shall  become knowledgeable if  you desire to 

know, you shall be educated in all truth, for I want to give you light and illuminate your spirit, so that 
you do not continue to live in darkness and damage your soul, for I want to save it for all eternity. My 
immense love only ever wants your soul’s salvation because I long for your return, for unity with you,  
which requires the perfection of your soul.  You once came forth from Me in all  perfection,  for I 
created you as My images, as utmost perfect beings, as miniatures of Myself and yet of the same 
quality, because your fundamental element was love since you came forth from the original source of 
Love, Which created vessels for Itself in order to emanate Itself into the vessels.... in order to let this  
strength of love continually flow into these created beings....

M

These beings, My images, were pure love. They were My radiated strength of love which could 
indeed perceive and behold each other but they were unable to behold Me Myself from Whom they 
originated, because I was the original fullness of strength of love Myself which they could not see or 
they would have ceased to exist. For I had externalised them as tiniest sparks, as independent beings.... 
as I have already explained to you several times.... although, as a purely spiritual process it will never 
be  quite  understood  by  you  humans  on  earth.  But  since  these  beings  were  independent  entities 
endowed with free will and a lot of strength and light at their disposal due to the fact that they were 
constantly permeated by the flow of My love’s strength, I could not prevent them from misusing their 
free  will  such  that  they  turned  away  from Me,  that  they....  when  faced  by  their  test  of  will  to 
acknowledge Me as their God and Creator.... denied Me this acknowledgment....

They turned to My first created being.... Lucifer.... who was visible to them and whose beauty stood 
out in brilliant radiance, and rejected the emanation of My love’s strength, which meant that they 
distanced themselves ever more from Me as the primary source of light and strength.... This process, 
too, has been explained to you humans time and again as far as I could make it understandable to 
you.... But now you should know that although My externalised living creations could indeed change 
themselves into the opposite.... they could not perish but continued to exist and will continue to exist 
for  all  eternity....  The  beings’ fundamental  substance was love,  thus  strength which,  according to 
eternal law, has to be active.... it cannot remain inactive forever. Due to the ever increasing distance 
from Me as a result of rejecting My emanation of love, My created original beings’ spiritual substance 
became solid, and thus these beings became incapable of working and becoming active.... And so I 
dissolved the original spirits, I transformed the beings which were My once externalised emanated 
strength, and creation came into being, in which the strength could work again, thus become active in 
accordance with My will.

Consequently, you can rightly say that the whole of creation consists of original spirits transformed 
by My will, the same strength which I emanated in form of self-aware beings were now changed into 
other forms, into works of creation of every kind.... I then assigned a task to every work of creation, 
and thus the original spiritual substance, dissolved in particles, now passes through all creations and 
serves Me in the law of compulsion. The strength becomes active in relation to My will,  because 
strength must become effective in line with fundamental law.... Always consider that the first created 
spiritual entities were My emanated strength, irrespective of whether they were dissolved or joined 
together again after an endless time.... the first created spirit will not cease to exist, but it will return to 
Me again one day without fail, but then it will be the same being again that had originated from Me....  
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On its path of return to Me it passed through all creations and finally enters the form of the human 
being.... as his soul.... the last brief stretch of the path when it has to achieve unity with Me again, 
when it has to consciously accept the emanation of My love again, because voluntary return to Me 
requires the original spirit to relinquish his resistance to the emanation of My love’s strength.... Then it 
will once again be the Godlike living creation, My image.... the fallen original spirit.... the perfectly 
created being, but now it will have achieved its perfection again entirely of its own free will, and 
therefore it will be able to unite with Me again and remain united with Me forever....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The beings' gradual higher development in Creation.... B.D. No. 8702

December 17th 1963

nd thus listen to the following: When I transformed the beings, which I had once emanated as 
strength,  into  many  different  kinds  of  works  of  creation,  it  started  the  gradual  higher 

development of these beings in their dissolved state.... At first it was an incredible mass of spiritual 
substance which slowly took on form when My will solidified the spiritual strength into matter, and 
this matter was so differently natured again that it cannot be made understandable to you humans. 
According to My wisdom and My love I had devised a plan of Salvation for the fallen spirits which 
was to be implemented in the creation. The purpose of My creation was to induce the bound spiritual  
substances within to be of service, thus one work of creation was needed for another in order to make 
it possible for a gradual higher development to take place. The serving functions at the beginning of 
creation cannot  be made conceivable to you humans....  only when the works  of creation became 
somewhat more solidified some activity, albeit very slight, commenced. And every activity testifies to 
life, every activity achieves a change, therefore the forms also changed constantly, developing into 
ever larger works of creation, each one of which had to fulfil a task determined by My will and which 
was also carried out according to My will, because the spiritual substance was unable to resist My 
will.  Therefore  the  creation  did  not  arise  in  an  instant  through  My  will,  instead,  the  spiritual  
substances, or 'transformed strength', bound therein covered a slow path of development so that its 
resistance  gradually  subsided  which  manifested  itself  in  being  of  service  which,  admittedly,  still 
happened under My law of compulsion but nevertheless proved a reduction of opposition.... And so 
the process of higher development through the mineral, plant and animal world until the stage of a 
human being, has been explained to you such that the external forms constantly released the bound 
spiritual substances within, which linked up in order to take abode in a larger form again and continue 
their service, until all tiny particles belonging to a fallen original spirit had come together again and 
were able to embody themselves as 'soul' in a human being.... But just as it happens in the animal 
world,  that,  after  dying,  the smallest  living organisms join other  spiritual  substances of  the same 
degree of development and enter a larger external shape, so the process of development continued, and 
My love  and My wisdom constantly  created  new forms which  were  able  to  accept  the  destined 
spiritual substance.... In nature you look upon this as 'evolution' of a small living being into an ever 
larger one.... Yet first I had to create a new form which previously had not yet existed. And although 
these forms constantly became larger and resembled the previous forms, it always involved an act of 
creation on My part which, however, could not be observed by people because no-one endowed with 
intellect and free will populated the earth as yet.

A

However, My eternal plan was definite, therefore I also knew about the living creation which was 
intended to live on earth as a 'human being' for the purpose of taking its final test of will.... And thus  
the spiritual substances which were still bound in the various works of creation were continuously 
placed into new creations the closer the individual being's spiritual substance approached maturity.... 
The works of creation became increasingly larger.... which is not to be understood in terms of physical 
size but the individual living being's constitution, their functions and their abilities are referred to in 
this  instance....  Yet  each  new living  creature  was the  work of  My infinite  love  and wisdom and 
omnipotence.... which subsequently reproduced itself but always remained the same creation as I had 
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externalised it....  Do understand that  no living being will  change its  constitution,  and where you 
believe you notice a change or further development, its emergence has been an act of creation on My 
part. Thus every human-like creature inhabiting the earth before the creation of the first human being 
always were new creations which, however, remained the species they were created as a product of 
My omnipotence. And since the bound spiritual substance within them constantly developed further, 
My will also created an increasingly  more human-like external form, yet this creation was always 
based on My will, which manifested itself as natural law again.... what you humans now describe as 
the natural evolution of the beings.... But the  human being can never be regarded as a product of 
natural  evolution,  for  he is  a  separate  creation,  having emerged from My omnipotence,  love  and 
wisdom and being designed such that he shall and is able to fulfil an eminent task on earth. Even if 
you try to train the most intelligent animals to think and decide independently you will never succeed, 
for the abilities possessed by a human being are not hidden in any animal, for the human being is the  
only life form on earth in possession of thinking ability, intellect and free will.... which can never be 
slowly developed nor are they attributes of a creature's gradual higher development, instead it merely 
proves that the human being is a work of creation in its own right, called into being through My will 
and My power in order to accomplish a task. And it was only possible to place the creation work 'man'  
into the world after the once fallen original spirits had already covered the gradual higher development 
through the creations because the human being was intended to shelter one such fallen original spirit 
within himself as soul. The word 'development' only ever applies to the sheltering or bound spiritual 
substance in every work of creation which has to go through this upward development, whereas the 
material works of creation must always be regarded as acts of creation, because My will brought these 
external  forms  into  existence  in  order  to  serve  the  spiritual  substance  as  external  shapes,  which 
themselves should advance through being of service.

The fact that  My will simultaneously also signifies 'natural law', which no work of creation can 
resist as long as it does not yet shelter a spiritually mature being like people do, will also explain the 
word  'development'....  but  it  will  never  justify  the  allegation  that  the  human  being  evolved  by 
himself.... for he was a separate work of creation which My will and My strength of love brought into 
life....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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The creation of man 

Creation of the human being.... The fall of man.... B.D. No. 5800

October 31th 1953

he fallen spiritual substance needed an endless time for its higher development, and an endless 
time was also required for My individual creations, which more or less had to evolve in line with 

the indwelling constrained spiritual substances in order to hold ever more mature spiritual substances. 
Time and again new forms were created, and time and again these forms were assigned a task....  
Hence, earthly creation did not arise in an instant but infinitely long periods of time passed until the 
spiritual substance of all degrees of maturity found the appropriate external form, since the constantly 
increasing maturity also necessitated constantly new creations which could accommodate it. But as 
long as the spirits were subject to the law of compulsion My creative activity meant: Creation of earth  
as a place to mature for the lowest fallen spirits, which had to acquire the level of maturity that would 
return free will to the constrained spirits again, which they had abused in the past....  But now an 
external form had to be created for this fully matured spiritual essence, so that it could test its free will 
again in this form....

T

This work of creation was the human being, who differed from all previously arisen creations such 
that  he,  apart  from free will,  was also endowed with intelligence and reason....  with a faculty of 
thought, with self-awareness and with the ability to interact with his fellow human beings through 
language,  because coexistence provided the necessary conditions  for  the test  of  will.  The  human 
being’s external form already existed in its last stages in the state of compulsion and was destined to 
receive countless fully matured substances of soul, but these living beings still acted in a compulsive 
state as required by natural law, and therefore they were not responsible for their actions.... They only 
had  very  limited  ability  of  thought  but  as  receptacles  for  the  spiritual  essence,  which  was  fully 
matured  after  an  endless  time of  development,  they  were  also  works  of  creation  formed by My 
wisdom and  love  for  this  spiritual  essence.  But  only  the  living  beings  who possessed  free  will, 
intelligence and self-awareness were human beings.... and only then started the plan of spiritualising 
the latter.... This required that the living creations.... the human beings.... were educated by Me.... that 
they should use their ability of thought, their intelligence and their free will in accordance with My 
instructions and by virtue of their free will could then live and work on earth.... that they could shape 
themselves into Gods but also act in opposition to My advice and My will and regress to the abyss 
from where they had ascended.... I created the human being....

Having  attained  a  specific  degree  of  maturity  I  gave  the  spiritual  essence  an  external  form in 
accordance with My love and wisdom, and the task the human being subsequently had so carry out.... 
The  external  form  only  became  a  living  being  after  the  spiritual  essence  had  entered  it....  the 
composition of innumerable minute particles which, as ‘soul’, gave life to the form. For the spiritual 
essence is a constantly effective strength and was in fact constrained and incapable of unrestrained 
activity during the preliminary stages, during the endless process of development. However, in its 
ultimate external form, in the human being, it can be active again. It can unfold its inherent strength 
and through unity with Me increase it without limitation.... The first human beings had My strength at  
their unrestricted disposal, they were extraordinarily well equipped in view of the fact that their test of 
life on earth should have resulted in their leaving their earthly form completely spiritualised in order 
to return as true children into their Father’s house again.... But the test of will, which I demand of 
every created being, was required of them. The first human beings’ passing of this test would have 
enabled all subsequent generations to reach the final goal with ease.
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(01.11.1953) By creating the first human beings I had created beings for Myself who, in spite of 
their  inadequacy....  i.e.  their  lack  of  perfection  as  a  result  of  the  apostasy  from  Me....  could 
nevertheless  have  attained  realisation  of  Me  Myself  since  they  recognised  themselves  as  living 
creations.... Thus, due to their ability of thought and their free will, they were able to recognise My 
will and act in accordance with it.... I had created beings for Myself with whom I could communicate 
despite their distance from Me, who could hear My Word and let it take effect on them, which was 
impossible in the earlier state of constrained will.... Thus the human being was the first earthly work 
of creation which carried a fallen original spirit in himself, and he was then meant to help this original  
spirit to return to its original state in order to work and create in eternal unity with Me as a free spirit 
again.... This was the task of the first created human being, and it will remain the task of all people 
until the end, until the final spiritualisation of all fallen spirits....

The test of will the first human being had to pass was not too difficult.... Yet for the sake of this test  
My adversary also had to be allowed to exert his influence on him.... And the human being succumbed 
to this influence.... He deserted Me for the second time, and this was the first fall into sin on this 
earth.... the original sin which is known to humanity, even if it does not know of the apostasy of the 
spirits from Me.... But only the latter explains everything.... For the first human being could not have 
fallen had he been the first created being externalised by Me, as he would have been in full possession 
of strength and light since only perfection can emerge from Me. In that case he could not have been 
influenced by an opposing force.

But the reason for his fall is to be found in the apostasy of the spirits and thus in the still immature  
human soul which could indeed have passed the test but was not obliged to pass it.... Nevertheless, the 
human  being  was  in  possession  of  intelligence  and  free  will  and  therefore  also  had  to  accept 
responsibility for his soul.... And thus the human being has to do penance for his guilt.... My adversary 
kept his authority over the spirit embodied in the human being, and that means a laborious path of  
struggle and suffering during every human being’s earthly life with the goal to free himself from his 
control.... The human being is able to achieve this goal because Jesus Christ came to help humanity 
which was weakened by Adam’s fall  into sin, and therefore salvation is assured to everyone who 
recognises Him as Son of God and Redeemer of the world and follows Him willingly.... The first  
human being would have  been able to  built  the  bridge  on which all  his  descendants  could have 
reached Me.... but since he fell, humanity still had to remain in Satan’s bondage for a long time until 
the arrival of the Saviour, until Jesus Christ descended to earth in order to build a bridge into the 
spiritual kingdom by way of His suffering and death.... by way of His crucifixion....

(02.11.1953) The decision of will demanded of My first created being.... of Lucifer.... was by no 
means to be regarded as a commandment; rather, it was entirely left to the being’s choice to direct its 
will  either  way,  and  the  direction  of  its  will  was  totally  based  on  its  yearning  for  power  and 
dictatorship. It was certainly aware that it had originated from Me but believed that it could also rule 
on its  own because it  could not  see Me....  It  recognised Me as  its  source but it  did not  want  to 
acknowledge Me.... And this will was not placed into the being by Me but the being itself had changed 
the free will I bestowed on it.... This was the difference between the first fall of Lucifer and the first 
human being’s fall into sin.... because the wrong will was still in the human being and therefore I gave 
him a commandment which he should not transgress.... a commandment he could easily have kept had 
the opposing spirit not influenced him. The opposing spirit’s influence on the human being was so 
strong because the human being was still  part of him....  since he had not yet regained perfection, 
which would have made a fall impossible.

A perfectly created human being could not have fallen, that is,  he would not have been able to 
violate this commandment, because the perfect spirit in the human being would have prevented him 
from every God-opposing action.... But the creation of the human being was only the consequence of 
Lucifer’s fall and his followers, or it truly would not have been necessary for Me to give the spirits, 
who had been brought  into life  by Me, an external  form as  a  cover.  The human form, however, 
contained the fallen spirit, and therefore the human being Adam was already burdened by the past sin 
which he nevertheless could have pushed away had he kept My commandment.... It would have been 
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possible for him to redeem the inherited sin.... his fall delayed the fallen spirits’ return to Me for an 
infinitely long period of time again. Yet is has become possible through the act of Salvation by the  
man Jesus Who did, without any commandment on My part, what the human being Adam should have 
done.... to completely accept My will and through a life of love unite with Me again on earth and 
achieve full possession of strength and light....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Self-awareness of the original spirit.... B.D. No. 7569

April 5th 1960

very  original  spirit  regains  its  self-awareness  when  it  lives  as  a  human  being  on  earth  and 
recognises  itself  as  a  human  being.  Then  all  the  small  particles  of  soul,  which  were  once 

dissolved for the purpose of return through creation, are gathered in the spirit again, and then the being 
will be able to acquire the degree of maturity which it originally possessed as a created spirit, which it  
had renounced and now has to regain in order to enter the spiritual kingdom as a spirit of light. And 
thus every human being is an embodied original spirit, a once fallen being, My eternal love's product 
of creation, which had merely left Me of its own free will and therefore also has to return to Me again 
of its own choice.

E

But the human being does not know what he was, what he is and what he should become again.... He 
first needs a certain level of maturity before he can receive and understand this knowledge....  He 
certainly recognises himself as a human being soon enough but not as a spiritual being that is to fulfil  
its purpose, and since he only recognises himself as a human being living on earth, his thoughts are 
more directed towards the world. And this usually prevents spiritual awareness which he will only 
experience when he turns away from the world towards the spiritual kingdom. Then it is possible to 
inform him of his real purpose, and then he will be able to accept and adjust to it voluntarily, which 
will certainly result in his full spiritual maturity. However, once he has accepted it he will also be 
happy at the thought and the certainty of belonging to the original spirits which I externalised as living 
creations and which return to Me as children, and as human beings are therefore approaching their 
perfection.

And only the human will needs to be good, because then it will focus on Me of its own accord. The  
human being asks for his God and Creator and this resolve is already the right decision, it will have 
passed the test of will which confronts the original spirit as human being on earth. Life on this earth 
does not last long but it can fully suffice for a person to spiritualise himself so completely that he 
acquires the degree which results in the childship to God, i.e. which returns the original spirit into a 
state of perfection again. On account of his resolve he will have achieved the highest degree himself 
and can then stay in closest proximity to Me where the direct emanation of My love is assured to 
him.... even though every original spirit will be able to ascend ever higher once he is allowed to enter 
the kingdom of light, provided the right decision of will was made on earth. And every original spirit 
is ecstatically happy when he becomes aware of the infinitely long path he had travelled in order to 
achieve the greatest abundance of light, in order to be immensely blissful.... And he will sing My 
praises and give thanks and glorify Me eternally, he will be and remain My child which will never 
leave Me again, which will create and shape in accordance with My will for its own happiness....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The endless-long walk of the fallen original spirit.... B.D. No. 7824

February 13th 1961

he path of development of the fallen spiritual extends over endless times because the resistance 
was so great before the spiritual could be banished into the firmest matter and the dissolving of T
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this already required endless times. As a result the material cover became increasingly looser but there 
were an infinite number of deformations through which the spiritual had to pass, for in its dissolved 
substances it animated every work of creation for a certain time, which will one day be evident to the 
spiritually-able-to-see  in  the  shaping  of  the  soul....  The  further  the  development  progressed,  the 
quicker the spiritual substance could leave the respective form again, for the form which enveloped it 
became increasingly lighter and looser until finally all particles of a fallen original spirit had gathered 
again to animate the last form of the human being as a 'soul'.... It is certainly possible to speak of 
eternities which such a course of development has taken, but one day it will also come to an end, one 
day the soul will have reached the stage where it can embody itself as a human being, where it will 
regain ego-consciousness and free will. But this last time as a human being is only a moment in time 
compared  to  the  previous  course  through  the  whole  of  creation....  But  now  the  last  decision  is 
demanded of the once fallen original spirit: the recognition of God in free will, Whom he once did not 
want to recognize as his God and creator.... And it is truly made easy for the human being to make the 
right decision of his free will. But the will is not forced.... And now, during his time as a human being  
on earth, he will be worked on again by God's adversary whom he had once followed into the abyss....  
And this one again seeks to take away or destroy people's faith in a God and creator in order to be able 
to continue to keep his former following for himself. Nevertheless, the human being is not without 
help, for his God and creator also struggles for his soul because His infinite love wants to win him 
back again. And He truly does everything to make the human being's decision easy....  He reveals 
Himself to him as God and creator in every way and also conveys the knowledge to him.... Yet He also 
respects the human being's free will, He also does not force him to make the right decision.... But man 
has already reached a certain maturity so that it is possible for him to make the right decision, and he 
is constantly cared for by the love of God.... For God's love reveals Itself to him again and again in 
order to also win the human being's love. Hence the short time as a human being can bring the former 
original spirit full redemption from the form, because the act of salvation has been accomplished for 
him,  which  brings  him strengthening of  will  if  only he  acknowledges  the  divine  redeemer  Jesus 
Christ.... for then he also acknowledges God Himself in Jesus Christ, and his will has made the right 
decision. And therefore it is the most important thing in earthly life that the human being finds Jesus 
Christ, that he hands himself over to the divine redeemer and appeals to Him for strengthening of will, 
for forgiveness of his original sin and for His constant help for his earthly path.... And truly, he will  
cover his earthly life with success, he will return to God again from Whom he once originated, for he 
has already found Him with the acknowledgement and faith in Jesus Christ and His act of salvation. 
But he must not pass Him by, for without Him and His act of salvation he will not be eternally rid of 
his form, he will fall back into the abyss and have to start his path of development again, and he will  
delay  it  again  for  an  infinitely  long  time  until  he  is  in  the  stage  of  free  will  again  and decides 
correctly.... which therefore takes eternities but can also be achieved in the short time of earthly life. 
Yet he will never be without assistance, for God's love pursues him and seeks to shorten his path, and 
the being need only give up its resistance and acknowledge Him.... and it will become free from all 
form...._>Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Eradication of original sin by Jesus Christ 

God's love expressed in the work of redemption.... B.D. No. 7575

April 12th 1960

ou are all touched by My love which has never left you and which will follow you even if you 
reject it....  which will apply to you for all eternity and therefore will not rest until you have 

become Mine again. And I gave you all the evidence of My great love and mercy when I suffered and 
died for you on the cross.... For this greatest work of love brought the lost back to Me, although it is 
up to My living creation's own will whether it wants to return to Me. But one day every being will 
have the desire to return to Me, one day I will also possess the love of My living creations, and the 
creature will be blissfully happy like Me that it has found the father, as I have found My child.... But 
the act of salvation was necessary for this, My love had to enter into supreme action, love had to suffer 
unspeakably because only through this could the great guilt be redeemed which separated you, My 
living creations, from Me, your creator and father. The great debt had to be paid, and My love did do 
that. It suffered for you, and it died on the cross  for you. And you humans should take part in this 
work of mercy, and therefore a human being accomplished it on earth, in Whom I Myself took abode. 
And this human being was Jesus, My only begotten son, Whom I sent down from above to earth so 
that He should save people from their adversity.... He had emerged from My creative power and His 
love for Me was immeasurable.... the love for His fallen brothers likewise and this impelled Him to 
the work of mercy, because He knew the hardship of His fellow human beings, because He knew that 
they could not become blissfully happy as long as they were burdened by the original sin which kept 
the path into the kingdom of light closed to them. People's guilt was enormous and I had to receive 
satisfaction for it for the sake of justice.... The man Jesus offered to do so out of immense love and I  
accepted the offer because I did not want to and could not resist love, for what love does is always 
right  before Me and My eyes.  The man Jesus  walked the earth and His  life  was love which He 
constantly increased, which completely filled Him and which therefore completely deified the man 
Jesus, for love is God.... You humans will never be able to unveil this secret and yet it can only be 
made understandable to you in this way, that I am eternal love and completely sheltered Myself in the 
human being Jesus.... Only the outer shell was still human, but His whole being was God, for it was 
love and love  is God. Love moved the man Jesus to suffer and die on the cross in order to redeem 
people. Only love could take on such a degree of suffering as Jesus endured, because love is strength 
and enabled the man Jesus to endure until the end without succumbing beforehand. And Jesus knew 
about this  measure of suffering long before,  and therefore He also travelled an extremely painful 
earthly path, always aware of the time that lay ahead of Him. He often feared to fail and not to be able 
to accomplish the work of salvation, yet love always gave Him new strength again.... For My love was 
meant for all My creations which had fallen away from Me, and this love sacrificed Itself for all My 
creatures.  You  humans  will  never  be  able  to  completely  fathom  the  mystery  of  My  human 
manifestation until your nature has completely changed again into love, as you were in the beginning. 
But I try to make it understandable to you so that you will learn to believe that He and I were one, that  
you call upon Me when you call upon Jesus Christ.... For it is about the recognition of Me, Whom you 
once did  not want to recognize because I was not visible to you.... Now you shall recognize and 
acknowledge Me in the visible saviour Jesus Christ, and only then will you return to Me again, from 
Whom you originated. And therefore My love pursues you until this return.... I will not let go of you 
and will not rest until you acknowledge Me and return My love.... My love will touch you again and 
again, it will shine upon you again and again until you open yourselves to My radiance and then find 
your way home again into the father's house and be eternally blissful...._>Amen

Y

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Original sin and atonement through Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 7748

November 17th 1960

n My great mercy for you I accomplished the act of Salvation in Jesus, the human being.... That  
which I had externalised had sinned against Me and only a small proportion of the created beings 

remained with Me when the decision of will, which I demanded in order to make the created beings 
immeasurably happy, had to be taken. They wanted to behold Me, and since this was impossible....  
because the beings would have ceased to exist had they beheld the huge abundance of light.... they 
turned towards the one they were able to see, whom I externalised as the first spirit from Myself in My 
image.... However, the beings were not lacking realisation and therefore aware that they had emerged 
from Me, yet despite this they turned away from Me and towards the former, which was the immense 
sin that plunged them into a bottomless abyss.... But their condition aroused My pity, I felt sorry for  
the beings  which  My adversary....  the first  fallen  spirit....  kept  under  his  control  in  a  completely 
unenlightened state and whose exceedingly wretched situation would never ever have changed had I 
not granted them My mercy.... This was the result of the love which had once created those beings and 
which therefore also followed them into the abyss....  My infinite love did not abandon the fallen 
beings, which belonged to Me as well. For they had emerged from My strength, which incessantly 
flowed to My first-created being.... Lucifer.... and enabled him to create countless beings.... Therefore, 
these beings belonged to Me, too, however, they had become sinful of their own free will, they had 
voluntarily followed My present 'adversary'.... Nevertheless, the fate of these fallen beings aroused My 
pity, I wanted to provide them with the opportunity of working their way up from below until they 
could reach a state of free will again in order to take another test of will as to which Lord they wanted  
to belong to. But as a result of rejecting My strength of love, the beings had become so weak that even 
when I returned free will to them after an infinitely long time they still failed their test of will.... And 
this  weakness  of  the  beings  aroused  My mercy  and  I  was  determined  to  accomplish  the  act  of 
Salvation in order to convey strength to the weak, which was acquired through the atonement of the 
past guilt.... through the agonising death on the cross.... I felt such overwhelming compassion for the 
fallen beings that I was willing to take the sins upon Me and to exonerate them. But since I was unable 
to suffer as God, the work of redemption had to happen in a human being Who, for love of his fellow 
human  beings,  agreed  to  atone  for  them,  and  Who crowned  His  act  of  love  with  an  extremely 
agonising death on the cross.... The actual Redeemer of the guilt was the  love in Jesus, the human 
being, and I Myself was this love....  I  Myself  was overwhelmingly powerful in Jesus, the human 
being, I was able to use My strength in Him to full effect, His every action was determined by love,  
and thus 'Love' accomplished the act of Salvation, It merely harboured within a human shell which 
took this superhuman suffering upon itself....

I

'Love'  took pity upon humanity and redeemed the immense guilt of sin which caused the fallen 
spiritual beings such wretchedness.... Love had mercy and opened the path again which led back into 
the Father's house.... Only Love was able to redress God's righteousness, for this could not be ignored 
since it is part of My nature, otherwise My perfection would be questionable. And for the sake of 
righteousness the immense guilt had to be redeemed so that it would be possible for Me to accept My 
living creations into My kingdom of light and bliss again .... And thus a way was found.... 'Love' 
sheltered within a human being Who was capable of suffering and Who, because of love, was willing 
to take the immense guilt upon Himself and suffer immeasurably for it and finally die the most bitter 
death on the cross.... Jesus, the man, walked this path to the cross, He sheltered the Love in Himself 
which I Am for all eternity.... Only in this way was it possible to redeem the immense guilt. Only great 
mercy motivated Me into personally taking care of My living creations which were wretched beyond 
all  measure and who,  without  help,  would  never  have  been able  to  release themselves  from My 
adversary's power. Since they had followed him into the abyss voluntarily, he was entitled to these 
beings. I do not deny him this right but these beings also belong to Me, and therefore I fight for them 
and help them to reinforce their will so that they try to release themselves and indeed are able to do so  
through the blessings acquired on the cross.  Jesus,  the human being,  accepted Me Myself  within 
Himself.... Through His life of love He so shaped Himself that I Myself, the Eternal Love, was able to 
take abode in Him.... that I so completely permeated Him that He only wanted and did what 'Love'  
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demanded of Him.... so that I Myself therefore carried out the act of Salvation, because Jesus, the 
human being, had utterly entered into My will. For He and I were One, He was 'God' in all fullness,  
and only His external shell was 'human' for the eyes of His fellow human beings.... But even this 
external shell had spiritualised itself, it merely continued to be 'human' until the act of Salvation was 
accomplished.... For only Jesus, the human being, was able to suffer, and His suffering and pain were 
indescribable because the guilt He had taken upon His shoulders in order to atone for it was also  
indescribable. So now every human being can release himself from his guilt if he acknowledges Me 
Myself in Jesus Christ and accepts the blessing of the act of Salvation.... if he believes in Him and also 
that I died in Him for you in order to set you free....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Jesus lived life for the people.... B.D. No. 8331

November 18th 1962

he life of the man Jesus on earth was a continuous service of love, for He wanted to give people 
an example of a right way of life in order to induce them to follow Him and thus also to receive 

the blessing of the effects of a life of love.... He Himself was filled with love, for He brought love with 
Him from the kingdom of light from which His soul had descended to earth.... He was not burdened 
with the original sin which consisted of the beings completely renouncing their love, that they rejected 
their father's illumination of love from eternity.... He was most intimately united with the father, and 
thus He also constantly received His illumination of love and therefore brought love with Him to 
earth.... And by virtue of His love He also knew what lack of love meant for people.... He knew that 
they were darkened in spirit without love and that they were therefore completely enslaved by the one 
who, devoid of all love, ruled them and caused them to act in a way that was contrary to God.... And 
He took pity on this great misery of people.... He drew all people into His sphere of love and served 
them by taking care of all earthly needs of those around Him, by healing their sick and freeing them 
from their weaknesses and infirmities.... And He also took care of the spiritual hardship by teaching 
and trying to introduce people to the truth in order to dispel the darkness from them.... to enlighten 
them that they could only return to God through love again.... For He knew that He would accomplish 
the act of salvation for humanity in order to make the fallen brothers' return to God possible again, 
which could never have taken place without His death on the cross as the redemption of the original 
sin. Yet the act of salvation could only be successful for people if they now also lived a life of love, 
because only through this could they regain their original nature.... because only love made it possible 
to approach God as the eternal love.... This is why He taught constantly and the content of His gospel 
consisted of the divine teaching of love....  the commandments of love for God and love for one's 
neighbour....  which His disciples  were then also to  spread throughout  the world....  Therefore you 
people should walk the path of following Jesus.... You should live a life of love but also patiently 
accept a measure of suffering. For Jesus' earthly path was unspeakably sorrowful and He already knew 
beforehand what great suffering awaited Him and yet walked this path of His own free will.... For He 
had come to earth to make an immense atonement to the father for His fallen brothers. This guilt of sin 
could only be redeemed by an unusual path of suffering, and this was truly walked by the man Jesus.... 
Yet the love within Him also gave Him the strength to do so.... He was filled with divine love, His 
body contained eternal love itself....  And thus He also constantly drew the strength from it which 
enabled Him to accomplish the act of salvation.  God Himself was in Him, His soul was a soul of 
light, and only the body belonged to earth which still contained immature substances but which the 
man Jesus spiritualised through His life of love and finally through His suffering and death on the 
cross.... Thus He exemplified to people the life which all people can lead with His help, i.e. as soon as 
they are redeemed through Jesus Christ and have found forgiveness of their sin.... For  without this 
redemption they are too weak to live as followers of Jesus, they will neither practise love nor be  
willing to bear suffering because the original guilt still weighs them down and thus they are under the 
influence of the adversary who caused their fall into the abyss.... But anyone who is willing to take the 
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path of following Jesus also acknowledges Him as the divine redeemer, and he has carried his guilt 
under the cross, he asks Him to strengthen his will, for he will make use of the blessings which the 
man Jesus acquired for him through His death on the cross. And his soul will also mature through love 
and suffering.... It will.... as being rid of its original sin.... will now also be able to cast off all dross,  
which love and suffering bring about.... For Jesus did not speak the words in vain: Take up your cross 
and follow Me.... He went before you as the bearer of the cross, and you are to follow Him. He took  
the strength for His walk on the cross from the love that dwelt in Him.... You humans can make use of 
Jesus' love and His strength at any time, for He is the eternal love itself, which took abode in His  
fleshly shell, which completely spiritualised this shell and radiated through it in order to make itself 
visible to the beings which once emerged from the eternal love and wanted to behold God.... But the 
human  being  always  has  to  put  himself  into  that  state  through  love  which  was  his  own  in  the 
beginning.... He must accomplish the change back to love as long as he remains on earth, and he can 
do so if only he takes refuge in Jesus Christ....  if  he follows Him and takes the path of love and 
suffering....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Purpose of earthly life: Change of character to love 

Earth life purpose Transformation of the being to love.... B.D. No. 4933

July 13th 1950

n the realisation of My will now also lies your task in life: to shape yourselves into love in order to 
assimilate  yourselves  to  My  nature,  in  order  to  take  on  your  original  nature  again,  which  is 

necessary to stay close to Me, because otherwise you would have to perish in My radiance of love. 
The shaping into love then infallibly also results  in the state of light,  thus a constant increase in 
wisdom and strength. Earthly life is only a means to an end in order to achieve this transformation,  
which is an act of free will, thus it can be accomplished on earth but does not have to be. The human 
being is always offered the opportunity in earthly life to be active in unselfish neighbourly love; he 
can grasp every opportunity but he can also pass it by, yet the ultimate purpose of life is only the 
transformation of his nature which, at the beginning of its embodiment as a human being, knows little 
of the love which applies to his fellow human being but is only inspired by selfish love, which he 
should overcome on earth. It is a certain process of change which takes place in earthly life but which 
can also remain unsuccessful if the human being's will does not strive for success. But anyone who 
regards earthly life as an end in itself, who still tries to gain from it the physical pleasures it offers, 
who does not create for his life after death, will be in a miserable condition at the end and full of  
remorse think of the unused opportunities he missed of his own free will. He will be in the same state 
of  maturity  as  at  the  beginning  of  his  embodiment  on  earth  or  will  even  have  regressed  in  his 
development if he allowed his urges and desires to break through unrestrainedly on earth and thereby 
acted contrary to My commandments of love, thus increasing his distance from Me even more. I gave 
the human being earthly life for perfection, for higher development, and it can bring him the highest 
success, yet he must also answer to Me for an unused earthly life, for a gift he disregarded or misused 
for new sin, for renewed apostasy from Me....

I

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Transformation of essence.... Fighting against perverse love.... B.D. No. 6557

May 29th 1956

he greatest benefit of your earthly life is the union with Me. You must see your goal in it, and you 
must  not  rest  until  the  union  with  Me  has  taken  place....  You  can  bring  about  this  union 

consciously and unconsciously but you must always believe in Me first. You must acknowledge Me as 
a Being with Whom you now desire to have contact. This desire in you is already proof that the will,  
which initially  still  belonged to My adversary,  has turned towards  Me.  And as  soon as you now 
mentally occupy yourselves with Me you consciously unite yourselves with Me, even if the right bond 
first requires that you first transform yourselves, that you make an effort to align your nature with 
Mine, because I can only unite Myself with perfection, but this perfection can also be achieved by 
you.... Hence you first have to shape yourselves into love, because My fundamental nature is love. But 
as soon as you establish the bond with Me in thought, as soon as you pray to Me, strength will also 
come to you to be able to accomplish this change of your nature. Your will now belongs to Me and 
therefore I can give you strength, which was not possible before, since belonging to My adversary also 
means resistance at the same time, i.e. defence against My strength of love. Therefore, the change of 
will is  necessary first,  only  then can  the change of  nature take  place,  which requires  My use of 
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strength. My strength, however, is the emanation of love.... and it will have an effect again in loving 
activity..... As soon as you carry out works of love you make use of this strength and thereby draw Me 
Myself ever closer to you.... I Am Love Itself, and therefore the union with Me can only take place 
when love joins love...., just as no work of love can be accomplished without Me. For this reason you 
can also unconsciously establish unity with Me if you live in love, even if you don't mentally seek the 
bond with Me.... Yet such thoughts will certainly still arise in you and will no longer leave you, for the 
conscious acknowledgement of Myself has to take place in order to become blissfully happy, and it  
will also take place where I Myself can be close to people because he works with love, thus he makes  
use of My strength. It is not so difficult to find this union for the person who is not dominated by  
selfish love,  but  it  is  difficult  where selfish love prevents  the person from unselfish neighbourly 
love.... Thus My adversary dominates the human being's thoughts there, no ray of love from Me has 
access  there,  I  Am  still  far  away  and  the  bond  with  Me  is  neither  established  willingly,  thus 
consciously, nor unconsciously. And without love the human being is still so imperfect in his nature 
that I Myself cannot unite with him.... Then the human being will not reach his goal on earth, and it 
will also be difficult to motivate him to think differently in the kingdom of the beyond, for as long as  
he is dominated by selfish love he will not be touched by the hardship of other souls either, and he will 
never  be able  to  receive strength because he will  never  let  the will  to  help arise  within himself.  
Therefore the most important and also most difficult battle on earth is the battle with oneself, the 
battle against wrongly directed love, which has to be changed into complete unselfishness in order to 
be able to be addressed as 'love' which changes the being. Where only one attempt is made I will help 
with My strength, for love has to find love, only then will you be able to unite with Me and remain  
united forever....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Right use of life force.... great responsibility.... B.D. No. 7241

December 30th 1958

ake sure that at the end of your earthly life you can look back on an earthly course which has 
not been in vain for your soul....  Make sure that it  can mature and that it  can still  record 

progress in its upward development at the end, for life is only short and eternity is infinitely long. 
Then you will enter a kingdom which will be in accordance with your state of maturity, which can be 
indescribably beautiful but also gloomy and grey if you don't sink into deepest darkness and your state 
is extremely agonizing. You still live on earth and can create the state for yourselves, the fate that  
awaits you in eternity. You are still in possession of vitality which you can use for your soul's well-
being.... For you can perform works of love, the strength to do so is at your disposal as long as you 
live on earth.... But if you fail to do so and lose your vitality when your body dies, then you will no  
longer be able to work with love in the kingdom of the beyond because you lack all strength to do 
so.... which is why you cannot reassure yourselves on earth with such thoughts to do in the beyond 
what you previously failed to do.  Then you will  be completely powerless and dependent on help 
which has to be brought to you by people's loving intercession or by the beings of light.... And you 
should also take care of this as long as you live on earth, that you remember the love of your fellow 
human beings, that good thoughts follow you into eternity, that your people on earth take care of you 
and include you in their prayers, otherwise you will stay over there helpless and abandoned and unable 
to help yourselves in your adversity. Don't take life so lightly, evaluate it, for you can gather treasures 
on earth which will follow you into eternity, which are imperishable because they are spiritual goods 
which no-one can take away from you. For this reason you should always remember with the utmost 
seriousness that the hour of death can lie very close to you, you should not let any opportunity pass by 
where you can do a good deed and fight against all earthly material desires.... Life does not last long 
but it can suffice to create a garment of light for the soul so that it need not fear any hardship, darkness 
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or lack of strength on its entry into the spiritual kingdom, so that it can enter into all glories which 
replace a thousand fold everything it gave away in earthly life.... And every soul will also have to 
recognize how worthless the goods were which captured the human being's senses in earthly life, and 
good for those who did not let themselves be dominated by such goods.... good for those to whom the 
soul's fate meant more than the body's comfort, for they did not travel the earthly path in vain, they 
lived life in accordance with its purpose and gathered riches for eternity.... And it is never too late to 
turn back if the path you are taking is wrong.... At any time you can take the right direction and at any 
time reflect on your actual earthly task.... i.e., at any time you can practice and strive to live a life of 
love.... For this is all that is required of you, that you change yourselves into love, that you put self-
love aside and practice unselfish neighbourly love and thus establish unity with God through love, 
which then  also guarantees  a  life  of  beatitude.  Think with  great  seriousness  of  the  end which is 
granted to every human being once on this earth, and now consciously live as you would if you were 
to  become  aware  of  the  glories....  But  you  must  do  this  without  knowledge,  only  in  faith  that 
incomparable glories await you. Live in love and you will also live in God's will. And a life of love  
will soon cover you in a garment of light, and then you will have no need to fear any darkness, the  
light will already shine on earth and one day in eternity....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Change of character into love.... God´s presence.... B.D. No. 7351

May 1st 1959

 can only be present to you if you change yourselves into love.... However, My presence is the 
epitome of bliss for you. And therefore you should do everything in your power to shape yourselves 

into love again, which was your nature in the beginning.... My presence is the equivalent of being 
permeated by love, and this permeation of love in turn assures you strength and light, without it you 
cannot be called blissfully happy. But if you are full of light and strength you will also be able to work 
in complete freedom of will which, however, will no longer be directed against Me but will be utterly 
absorbed in My will. You will be happy to be able to create in this freedom and strength, because this 
had been the purpose of every originally created spirit, it merely disregarded it and thus placed itself 
into the wretched condition in which the still imperfect human being finds himself on earth.... But he 
himself can change this situation; he can change the unhappy fate into a blissful one by merely doing 
everything in his power in order to assure My presence with him.... by changing himself into love 
again.... And this is truly not so difficult, for he need only use My commandments of love for God and 
his neighbour as a  guiding principle  for his  life  on earth and always live according to these two 
commandments. And since he claims the right for himself to be respected by his fellow human being, 
since he feels the benefit himself when the latter helps him with kindness, he knows exactly which 
path he ought to travel in order to do justice to the commandments of love.... He need only treat his 
fellow human being as he would like to be treated himself were he in the same situation as the other  
person. What he considers beneficial  he should do to his neighbour, and he will  always have the 
strength  and  the  means  for  this  providing  he  really  wants  to  do  it.  And  what  he  initially  does 
deliberately will soon become his heartfelt need and he will experience for himself how gladdening it 
can be to do good deeds for his neighbour, to give and help where it is needed.... Love will fill his  
whole being and he will come ever closer to Me, for with every act of love he draws Me to himself  
and ensures My presence....

I

And then he will fulfil the purpose of his earthly life, he will accomplish the transformation of his 
nature, he will live up to the reason why earthly life was given to him: He will try to become as 
perfect as he was in the beginning. With My grace and support He will certainly succeed in doing so 
but never without Me, because he is too weak for it. He must ensure himself of My presence.... He 
must appeal to Me and thus through prayer come close to Me one day, he must beseech Me to grant  
him strength for his change of character into love.... This prayer will be granted to him without fail, 
for it gives evidence of his sincere will to accomplish this change of character, and once a person has 
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appealed to Me for this he will time and again encounter opportunities where he can practise love, 
where it is no real effort of will for him because he will clearly receive the strength he appealed for 
from Me. Just take your change of character into love seriously.... and appeal to Me for help.... And 
truly,  I  will  remain  present  to  you  and  inwardly  impel  you  to  be  lovingly  active  wherever  the 
opportunity presents itself, for I want to be united with you and this can only take place through love 
which you voluntarily have to demonstrate, but you will always be supported by Me providing you 
sincerely ask Me for  strength to  accomplish your intention.  You are incapable of  doing anything 
without My presence, but you can always ensure My presence through activity of love or a prayer in  
spirit and in truth. I will hear it and answer your prayer, I will be and remain with you, I will draw you 
until you will no longer want to detach yourselves from Me, until you have so strengthened the bond 
with  Me through  your  activity  of  love  that  I  can  constantly  be  present  to  you  and  then  the  re-
transformation into love will have been accomplished, you will have brought your nature into line 
with Mine and thereby fulfilled your purpose of earthly life, and you will be able to work again as you 
were destined to in the very beginning....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Change of nature into love with the help of Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 8019

October 15th 1961

our path of earthly life as a human being is the last short phase of your process of development 
from  the  deepest  abyss  into  higher  spheres....  But  whether  it  will  lead  to  completion  is  

determined by you in your human state where free will has been returned to you, which you must use 
correctly in order to attain final perfection. Hence you bear great responsibility since you decide your 
fate for an infinitely long time of constraint again or for life in eternity.... With a correctly inclined will 
you can become free of every external form when you leave your earthly body; but you can also enter 
the hardest external form once more if you abuse your freedom of will, if you don't make full use of 
your life on earth, if you don't accomplish the transformation of your nature which must become love 
again, as it was in the beginning....

Y

This transformation of your nature into love is the only purpose for your life on earth as a human 
being and it is possible for you to achieve this work of transformation because I will truly help you in 
every  way....  For  I  long  for  My living  creations  to  return  to  Me as  'children'  and  will  truly  do 
everything within My power to enable them to reach their goal.... but I will not enslave their will.... 
They must return to Me of their own free will, just as they once left Me and thereby plunged into the 
abyss. I take all weaknesses and faults into account, I help where you humans are too weak on your 
own; I reveal Myself to you so that you will learn to recognise and love Me; I shower you with an  
unlimited measure of grace which you need only make use of in order  to enable you to become 
victorious in earthly life.... For you must wage battle against My adversary who refuses to let go of 
you but who likewise cannot  determine your  free will if it turns away from him.... You must fight 
against  all  instincts  and cravings which still  cling to  your soul....  you must firmly want to move 
forward and to successfully complete your path of earthly life.... You must long for Me and, truly, I 
will come to meet you and draw you close to Me and never let you go again. For I love you and yearn 
for your return to Me....

You need never fear that you will lack the strength for your perfection, because One acquired it for 
you through His death on the cross.... Jesus Christ, Who redeemed you from sin and death.... And this  
One wants to bestow the blessings of His act of Salvation upon you and is waiting for you merely to 
request them, to also want Him to have redeemed your guilt of sin, and for you to appeal to Him to 
strengthen your will in order to accomplish the transformation work into love on earth.... As soon as 
you turn to Him you also acknowledge Me again and your return to Me will be assured, your return 
into your Father's house which you once left voluntarily....
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You can truly reach the final goal during your short life on earth if only you acknowledge Jesus 
Christ  as  Redeemer  of  the  world,  Who  sheltered  Me  Myself  in  all  abundance....  Through  this 
acknowledgement and the plea for forgiveness of your guilt, your original sin of apostasy from Me 
will be redeemed.... because the human being Jesus died on the cross in order to atone for the great 
guilt with His blood for the sake of justice....

You would never have been able to remove this guilt and make

Amends for it yourselves, this is why I Myself died in the human being Jesus on the cross, because 
only love was able to absolve such guilt, which Jesus, the man, mustered for His suffering brothers 
and which so permeated Him that He took all suffering and pain upon Himself.... But I Myself was 
this Love.... And therefore the path to Me was cleared for you humans again, so that you can return 
into your Father's house; I can accept you again as My children because your guilt has been redeemed 
by Jesus if you acknowledge Him and thus Me in Him, for He and I are one.... Anyone who calls upon 
Him, calls upon Me, and anyone who may behold Him one day will behold Me face to face....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Re-transformation into love....  Spiritual spark....  Outpouring of 
the spirit.... 

B.D. No. 8510

May 27th 1963

very person carries the divine spark within himself, which is part of Myself, Whose fundamental 
element is love.... Hence a tiny spark of divine love is inside of you and is in inseparable contact  

with Me, the primary source of the strength of love.... Consequently, this spark smoulders within you 
when you start your life as a human being on earth, and you are able to fan it into a brightly burning 
flame  of  such  radiance  that  nothing  inscrutable  can  prevail  in  it,  since  this  flame  illuminates 
everything and is able to completely permeate a person, so that he will live in brightest realisation as it 
was in the beginning, when he came forth from Me as a ray of love and a supremely perfect being.... 
Everything that is intimately connected with Me is in full possession of light and strength.... This is 
why the only important thing in a human being's existence is to restore this connection.... which the 
being once voluntarily severed.... and precisely this is made possible through this very spiritual spark, 
which is intended to establish the connection with the eternal Father-Spirit in order attain a state of 
brightest enlightenment and clearest realisation which, at the same time, is a state of strength and 
freedom. Anyone having kindled this divine spark within himself will never be able to go astray again, 
for he will then move within the range of My divine light of love, he will have become a vessel into  
which the flow of My love can pour, for love caused this spark to ignite. Thus, anyone who is lovingly 
active also establishes the bond with Me, because I Am Love Itself, because....'Whoever lives in love 
lives in Me, and I in him....' Love is the principle of divine order, only love is important in earthly life, 
for I Am Love Myself and if you want to reach Me then it can only be done by shaping yourselves into 
love and thereby becoming as one with Me again.... For your fundamental nature was love and it is 
only necessary for you to transform yourselves into your fundamental nature again.... for this reason I 
placed a spark of love into you, because you had forfeited love completely and without My support 
would never ever have been able to change back again, which I thus bestowed upon you by placing a 
part of Myself into you which is eternally connected to Me....

E

And now you should use your existence on earth to fan this spark into the brightest glow.... Then all  
imperfection will fall away from you, you will have escaped all unhappiness, spiritual blindness will  
give way to brilliant light,  you will know everything again,  for love itself is the light which will  
illuminate you and dispel all darkness.... Through love you awaken the spiritual spark in you to life, 
and you will have evaded the state of death which every form of heartlessness signifies for the once 
created living creation. Then My ray of love will be able to permeate you, and since I Am all-knowing 
you will also attain the state of knowledge, because you will have entered the state of divine order 
which guarantees brightest light and clearest realisation.... where you will become as perfect again as 
you  were  in  the  beginning.  Do  you  still  find  it  incomprehensible  as  to  what  is  meant  by  the 
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'outpouring of the spirit'? Do you now understand that it is a completely natural process when the 
spirit instructs you from within? As soon as you establish a bond with Me through living a life of love  
I Myself will be able to work in you by helping you attain the realisation again which you once lost,  
which you voluntarily forfeited when you relinquished all love and resisted My illumination of love. 
To accomplish your task on earth merely means to change yourselves into love again, for which I gave 
you the opportunity by placing a tiny spark of divine love into you.... And therefore only love needs to 
be  preached  to  you,  for  if  you practise  this  you will  also  gain  a  complete  understanding  of  the 
consequences which the activity of love will  have....  The pouring out of the spirit  will  become a 
comprehensible concept for you and then you will also know what truth is and where and how you can 
attain it.... For everything originates from Me and only requires a connection with Me so that you can 
partake in it and become as perfect as your Father in heaven is perfect.... However, as long as you lack 
love your spirit will remain dark, it will certainly rest dormant within you as a spark but it will not be 
motivated into action which always requires loving activity. Therefore you can consider yourselves 
blessed if this information is imparted to you, if you accept it and then endeavour to live your life  
according to this knowledge.... that you let love flare up in you and thereby receive the life again 
which will last eternally....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Bond with the Father 

Humble prayer.... pride share of the adversary.... B.D. No. 7116

May 9th 1958

ust present your requests to Me in all humility and you will certainly find an open ear. For humility 
of heart  results in the human being speaking to his father like a child,  that his prayer is not a 

demand but a request which I will only gladly grant. As soon as the human being lives a spiritual life 
in addition to his earthly life, as soon as his thoughts are not exclusively turned towards the world but 
when the human being constantly reflects on his heavenly father in the midst of the world, he will  
soon establish the right relationship with Him. He will recognize Me as his God and creator and 
therefore approach Me in all humility but nevertheless always come to Me when earthly or spiritual 
worries beset him, because he knows that I alone can provide a remedy. And therefore he asks Me in 
childlike trust and will truly not make a wrong request. A humble person has already taken the path of 
return to Me, for what kept his soul separated from Me for endless times was pride as part of My 
adversary, whom it once followed to the depth of.... Hence, every person who still shows a spark of 
pride  within  himself  is  still  under  My  adversary's  control,  and  until  he  has  discarded  this 
characteristic, until he exalts himself towards Me, he will not be able to be accepted by Me either, for 
thereby he sets up the barrier himself, and he will hardly establish the right relationship of a child 
towards the father, because this requires humility of heart. And as long as the human being refuses to 
enter into humility of heart towards Me he will not be able to pray to Me with childlike trust, his 
prayer will  rather  be a request prompted by his own feeling of powerlessness to  be able  to  help 
himself.... And such a prayer is not the right one, it will not reach My ear because the intimate bond 
between child and father is missing, the intimate relationship which, as it were, forces Me to consider 
the child according to its request. The acknowledgement of a God and creator can be the result of 
intellectual thinking which, however, need not be proof that the human being has already given up his 
inner arrogant attitude towards this 'God and creator' he has recognized. Whereas I am acknowledged 
as  'father',  pride  is  also  overcome  there,  the  human  being  feels  his  lowliness  towards  Me  but 
nevertheless comes to Me because love also dwells in a humble heart, which has thus recognized Me 
and  pushes  towards  Me.  And therefore  I  can  also  shower  such a  child  with  My grace  which  it 
gratefully accepts from My hands and which helps it to always reduce the distance from Me.... It is 
something significant when the human being has discarded his arrogance, when he himself feels small  
and yet can receive special consideration from Me. For he has now become My child in truth, which 
can also soon reach that degree of light which he once possessed. For his prayers will predominantly 
be for his spiritual well-being, he will certainly also trustingly turn to Me in earthly adversity, yet his  
spiritual progress is of greater concern to him and he will never stop asking for help to reach his aim 
on earth. But only a truly humble person can address such a prayer to Me, because he recognizes his  
weaknesses and shortcomings.... Yet you must also differentiate between inner humility or outward 
submissiveness which is of no value to Me and cannot earn you any influx of grace either.... And 
therefore every person should subject himself to criticism as to how his inner thinking and feeling is. 
And it will only be a blessing for him if he tries to purify himself from every arrogant thought, if he 
tries to withdraw himself from the power of the one whose arrogance once brought him down....

J

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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God's power current.... B.D. No. 8313

October 29th 1962

very bond with Me, every thought that applies to Me, is of greatest blessing for your soul.... I tell  
you this time and again, for then you will be touched by My flow of strength time and again,  

because then you will also open yourselves so that this flow can flow into you. You cannot measure 
what this bond means, after all, it is the conscious turning away from My adversary and return to Me 
which, as it were, cancels your former sin of apostasy, for your thoughts will only stay with Me if you 
yourselves want the separation to be lifted.... And then the possibility is also created that My ray of 
love will strike you again, because then you will no longer reject it.... And to be illuminated by My 
love again also means that your being will slowly change again into what it was in the beginning: 
strength of love radiated by Me, thus beings full of love who were immeasurably happy. Believe that 
every thought turned towards Me makes this illumination of love possible and that your soul has to 
irrevocably mature on this earth so that it will no longer be denied entry into the kingdom of light.... 
For  to  be  able  to  be  illuminated  by  My love  again  also  includes  everything  else,  which  is  the 
prerequisite that the gates into the kingdom of light are opened for you.... For you will work in love 
yourselves because the strength flowing to you from Me impels you to do so, and love will kindle 
bright light in you so that you can already attain a high degree of realization on earth.... And thus you 
will also understand Jesus' act of salvation and fully turn to the divine redeemer Jesus Christ, and this 
also means that He will open the gates into the kingdom of light for you upon your entry into the  
kingdom of the beyond. And your purpose of earthly life will only be able to be fulfilled if your soul 
constantly receives strength from Me.... But the flow of strength from Me necessitates the voluntary 
opening of  your  hearts,  it  necessitates  the  conscious  bond with  Me which  you establish  through 
thoughts  turned  towards  Me,  for  no  such  thought  remains  unnoticed  by  Me,  you  draw  Me  to 
yourselves  when your  thoughts  deal  with your  God and creator,  and now I  can  also guide  these 
thoughts correctly, I can, as it were, take possession of your soul and push the adversary away from 
you. For then you will  give yourselves to Me, and this  devotion to Me will  then also take place 
consciously, that you will give your will to Me yourselves, that you want to be seized and guided by 
Me, that you will mention Me as your guide through this earthly life.... if you ask Me to be your friend 
and brother, your father, Who walks with you on your pilgrimage path on this earth.... then you can 
also leave yourselves to Me completely carefree, for then you will also safely reach your goal on 
earth: complete union on earth with Me.... Then you will have successfully made your way back to the 
father's house, you will  be with Me again, from Whom you once started....  For this reason every 
minute of the day you give to Me is blessed, and then you will stay with Me longer and longer, for the  
strength of love which touches you also has the effect of a desire for My presence, then you will not  
only lead your earthly life but the spiritual kingdom will be ever more desirable to you, and your 
earthly life will be increasingly spiritually oriented. Then there will also no longer be any danger that 
you will sink back and long for the world with its goods. For these no longer tempt you once you were 
allowed to take possession of spiritual goods which were offered to you in the form of knowledge 
through the increasing flow of love. And My love will draw you, the impulse for loving activity will  
grow ever stronger in you, and thus you will also fulfil your purpose of earthly life. For love alone 
will release you from all bondage, love will free you from all forms, and you can leave the earthly 
body at the hour of death as mature and enter the kingdom of light and bliss as a free spiritual being, 
in which you can now create and work in union with Me, as is your destiny....

E

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Bonding with God guarantees His illumination of love.... B.D. No. 8359

December 20th 1962

his is the surest sign of My love that I am always in contact with you, that you only need to raise 
your thoughts to Me in order to draw Me to you, that I always lean down to you and speak to you 

when you ask Me for it, when you want to hear My voice yourselves.... No-one will call to Me in vain 
T
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if his prayer is directed to Me in spirit and in truth. For I long for this bond between you and Me 
because you are My children and because My fatherly love wants to find unity with you, which has to 
be accomplished of your own free will. But as soon as you yourselves are convinced of My love you 
will also give your love to Me, and then your return to Me, for the purpose of which you live on earth,  
will also be assured. I know no limitation, and therefore you can receive My illumination of love 
unmeasured.... Only open yourselves to this ray of love by never leaving Me out of your thoughts, by 
turning to Me time and again and conversing with Me in secret as often as possible, for then I will be  
able to answer you even if it is not obvious, but My emanation of strength is also an answer, and since 
you constantly need strength for your ascent upwards, there is no better way to receive My strength 
than that you intimately remember Me and mentally speak to Me. Yet what you receive yourselves 
you should also be able to distribute to your neighbour again, and therefore My flow of strength is sent 
to you in the form of My word, as a direct address which you can hold on to and pass on.... And this  
process is such visible evidence of My love that you should not give it up, for you are to be called 
rich, after all, you receive a gift of grace of greatest value which cannot be surpassed by anything 
earthly.... You receive the proof of My existence and My presence.... You can no longer deny God 
because you hear His address.... And you also receive an unmistakable sign of His love, for what He 
gives you are imperishable goods which you can no longer lose for ever.... I give you again what you 
had lost  through your  former apostasy from Me....  Light  and strength  are  imparted  to  you again 
because My love knows about your lightless and powerless state and wants to remedy it.... For love 
always wants to give itself away, love wants to give and make happy.... And My word, which you 
receive, is truly a gift of grace which will make you happy, even if you are unable to appreciate its 
value on earth.... But in the kingdom of the beyond you will be able to look upon a wealth over which 
you will rejoice and exult, for you will be able to recognize Me Myself and My love and praise and 
glorify Me eternally.... Every person on earth could accept these proofs of My love, yet his free will  
alone decides whether he allows himself to be addressed by Me or rejects a gift of grace.... And only a 
loving person will correctly recognise this gift as a gift of love from his God and father of eternity.... 
And so that you now also feel a right love for Me, I would like to illuminate you, and therefore you 
should often and intimately remember Me to make this illumination possible.... For then you will open 
your heart for My flow of love which now touches you and fills you with strength which you use 
again for loving activity.... Time and again I want to fill your thoughts, I only want you not to switch 
Me off, that your daily routine often gives you the opportunity to send your thoughts upwards to the 
One Who created you and Who wants to make you endlessly happy, Who wants to help you to live a 
life of bliss which lasts forever. And truly, I will always be with you and you will feel My presence,  
for you will go through earthly life cheerfully and carefree, because you will never be without strength 
and therefore also able to cope with all demands made on you.... And you will mature spiritually, for  
the strength flowing to you from Me impels you into loving activity, and thereby you will also find 
unity with Me, which is the purpose and goal of your life on this earth....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Union with God 

Union with God through love.... B.D. No. 5357

April 8th 1952

y will  is  and always remains the union of you humans with Me through love.  Love alone 
establishes  the  unbreakable  bond  between  us,  and  love  alone  abolishes  every  separation 

between us. But you have to kindle love within yourselves, it cannot be imparted to you as a gift of 
grace, it is solely your own feeling which you have to let become divine if it is still ungodly before,  
that is, if you are still completely immersed in self-love. Then you must change this feeling into a 
completely selfless love which will make you happy because it will already lead you close to Me, 
because you will already draw Me to yourselves and I will no longer leave you until  you are so  
permeated by love that you will feel Me Myself in your heart, so that I can take abode in you and then 
remain with you forever....

M

You must establish this union with Me, then you will fulfil My will, and then you will also have  
reached your goal on earth, the union with Me, the transformation from My living creation into My 
child. Therefore I only gave you the commandment of love for Me and your neighbour.... It is not 
difficult to fulfil as soon as you have overcome your self-love. Yet precisely this self-love still clings 
too much to all of you, and anyone who is completely immersed in it can only free himself from it 
with difficulty, and therefore it is also unspeakably difficult for him to unite with Me and to reach his 
final goal on earth. For selfish love seeks fulfilment in the pleasures of the world, selfish love prevents 
giving, it prevents the human being from working with love and will therefore also be an obstacle to 
recognising the Creator and Father of eternity.... No-one will try to reach Me who is still full of selfish 
love, and thus he will also lack the truth, for there is no light in him which spreads an illusion. In no 
way can I influence a person who only thinks of himself and has no understanding for his fellow 
human being's adversity. Only when he renounces what appeared desirable to him for his own good 
will he ignite the spark of love within himself  and approach Me, for love is solely the means of 
bonding between the human being and Me, and a union between us can never take place without love, 
but it is the purpose and goal of every human being on earth, because the union with Me first earns the 
being beatitude, whereas selfish love drives the human being towards My adversary who stirs it up 
ever more and promises the human being everything the world can only offer..... But I think of your 
former life, which can only be blissful in union with Me....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Only  through  the  work  of  redemption  is  "divinisation" 
possible.... 

B.D. No. 8420

February 23rd 1963

he fact that you can shape yourselves into My 'children' on earth is My eternal plan which will 
also be carried out, only the duration of this transformation is determined by yourselves. It has 

become possible through Jesus Christ's act of salvation, for you can request strength from Him at any 
time, you can ask for the strengthening of your will at any time. For this is why the man Jesus died on 
the cross, so that He acquired graces for you without measure and all these graces can accomplish the 
return to Me. In order to reach the degree of childship to God the being once created by Me had to go 
through the deepest depths and, by overcoming them until its existence as a human being, reach a 
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degree which it  shall  now increase in  free will  until  its  perfection....  i.e.  until  it  has  assumed its 
original nature again, which I brought forth in all perfection out of My might and My love.... But now 
My  might is  no  longer  the  cause  of  your  perfection  but  your  free  will  has  striven  for  it,  and 
consequently you have become God's  'children'  from 'creatures',  you have shaped yourselves  into 
gods, as this has been My plan from the beginning. And in the only exceedingly short time of earthly 
life as a human being your free will is tested.... The time of your human existence on earth is but a  
moment in eternity, and this moment can suffice for you to perfect yourselves, for your transformation 
back to your original nature to be accomplished, if only you direct your will correctly.... For this is not 
determined in any way, yet the human being will always be helped to direct it correctly.... My measure 
of grace is inexhaustible and every person can request and evaluate grace, he is not limited in any 
way.... But the greatest grace is the redemption through Jesus Christ, which takes away all weakness 
from him, for to surrender to Him means to be introduced into the kingdom of light by Himself.... the 
Son of God and redeemer of the world, in Whom I Myself accomplished the work of redemption.... to 
be introduced into the kingdom of light and bliss. For anyone who hands himself over to Him now 
also acknowledges Me, and he is forgiven for his original sin which plunged him into the abyss, and at 
the same time he is provided with the strength to cover the final ascent, to reach the final goal, to 
accomplish the change back to his original nature, which then is also the attainment of childship to 
God, the change from My living creation to My child. However, no human being can achieve this 
transformation on his own, without the help of Jesus Christ, for he is under My adversary's control as 
long as he is still burdened by his original sin, and for that long he will not be able to perfect himself 
either, because My adversary prevents it and does everything in his power to prevent the human being 
from recognizing Jesus and His act of salvation.... And yet, this is only ever decided by the human 
being himself through his will, and earthly life is given to him for this purpose because in it he can use 
his free will again, because My will and My might withdraws and leaves the human being fullest  
freedom.... But the goal is so exceedingly high and significant, for being a 'child of God' guarantees 
unlimited beatitude, which My might cannot grant to the being which, as 'created', has not yet reached 
the highest degree of perfection. It is your own work which you should and can accomplish because 
My love assists you, yet always respecting your free will.  But love gives you means of grace in 
abundance, My love does not make any demands on you which would  not be possible for you to 
fulfil..... My love illuminates you, and the more you open yourselves to this illumination the easier 
your ascent will be, the more surely you will reach your goal.... For nothing else is required of you but 
a transformation of your nature, which initially as a human being is strongly self-loving, into right, 
divine love which is completely unselfish, which only wants to please and give and which the human 
being therefore has to let flare up in himself in order to achieve the complete transformation of his 
nature. And it is  possible for every human being to practise this unselfish love, thus every human 
being  can attain  childship  to  God,  because  nothing else  is  required  of  him but  love....  Once  his 
original sin has been redeemed through Jesus Christ, his selfish love, the sign of his belonging to My 
adversary, has also been overcome.... He is free from his opponent's power and will only ever turn to 
Me in Jesus Christ with love, and this love will clarify and illuminate the soul, this love will grow and 
completely fill the soul and now the change back is also accomplished and I have reached My goal....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Reconversion process takes ages.... B.D. No. 7133

May 28th 1958

nthinkable times have already passed since the spirits' former apostasy from Me, and thus this 
spiritual substance has been in an unhappy state for unthinkable times. For since its hardening, 

i.e. its endless distance from Me, it is no longer touched by My strength of love, which signified life 
and bliss for the spirits. The state of death is inconceivably agonizing because the spiritual original 
state was freedom in light and strength and now its state has changed into the opposite. How long the 
reversion has been going on is incomprehensible to you humans, since you too are still in a state of 
imperfection which can only grasp limited things, yet we have to speak of eternities here in order to 
give you only an approximate idea of what  it  means to  be in the last  phase shortly  before your 
perfection.  The  process  of  re-transformation,  which  you  have  already  completed,  has  lasted  for 
eternities. And it will only cost you a little effort to bring the last phase to a successful conclusion in 
order to then return again as the most blissful spiritual being from where you started. But the degree of 
beatitude in your original state is so immeasurably high that its attainment also requires the being's 
will, and it is precisely this will on which the attainment of the final aim depends. And therefore the  
return could certainly proceed for eternities according to the law of My eternal order, according to My 
plan of salvation, which therefore required endless times but certainly once reached a certain degree of 
maturity.... But first the free will of every individual being has to agree to this upward development,  
the being has to prove, as it were, that it is now willing to enter into My will, which it once resisted....  
It must freely strive out of itself towards Me again, as it once turned away from Me in free will. And  
what it could no longer do before.... use its free will.... it can now do in earthly life as a human being. 
And that is why earthly life is so immensely significant for the spiritual being which, in embodiment 
as a human being, covers the last short distance which concludes an endlessly long path of bitterest 
torments and hardship and can bring about a complete change of state.... The fact that you humans 
have no evidence for these revelations of Mine should not cause you to doubt the truth; but to provide 
you with evidence would exclude any free decision of will on your part and thus also render the final 
result invalid. But it is already a special grace that you receive knowledge of it in a way which is not 
commonplace.... And you should only pay attention to what further reaches you on this path.... Then 
many things will become understandable to you and you will also be able to believe without evidence 
if you learn about My will, which consists of the fulfilment of the commandments of love, and you are 
willing to comply with this will. There have been very significant events which form the basis of your 
existence as a human being. You don't know anything about these processes, and you can only be 
informed of them in a way which does not force you to believe.... But you should not simply dismiss 
anything out of hand, you should deal with it mentally in good will to learn the truth.  And truly, it 
will become yours.... For this desire for truth alone also proves the will which turns towards Me, 
which is also grasped by Me so that the human being will reach the aim.... to the final union with Me, 
to a blissful state of freedom, light and strength....

U

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

The shortest way is the way across the cross.... B.D. No. 7300

March 6th 1959

 want to show you the shortest path that leads to Me, back into the father's house. It is the path  
across the cross, the path to Jesus Christ, Who became a shell for Me as the human being Jesus so I
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that I could accomplish the work of redemption for you, the work of atonement for your once great 
guilt  of turning away from Me. This work of mercy was accomplished by My love for you, My 
creations which had become sinful, which had thereby plunged themselves into greatest wretchedness 
and were to be released from it. My love wanted to take over the guilt for you and make atonement for 
you,  for  love  was  the  only  thing  which  could  redeem  this  great  guilt,  and  you  yourselves  had 
renounced all love, you had rejected every illumination of love on My part,  you were completely 
devoid of all love, and since this great original guilt could only be atoned for with love, My love had 
to redeem the guilt for you if I wanted you to ever become free again and be able to return to Me....  
You have now also become free from this through My act of salvation, yet always with the restriction 
that  you  yourselves  want  to  return  to  Me  in  freedom  again....  that  you  yourselves  want  to  be 
illuminated and permeated by My love again, which is strength and light and freedom. Hence you first 
have to muster this will if you want to be accepted into the circle of those for whom I died the most  
bitter death on the cross. Only your will is necessary so that you will then also receive the necessary  
strength to be able to travel the path to Me, for to travel this path means to be willing to enter the  
realm of My sun of love again, so that you will change your hitherto unloving nature into love....  
Hence there is only one path which leads back to Me again.... the path of love, but you will only be 
able to take it when this path leads to the cross, otherwise you will be too weak to perform works of  
love despite your good will as long as My adversary still has you under his control, as long as the  
divine redeemer Jesus Christ has not yet entered your life, Whom you will only find on the cross of  
Golgotha if you set out on the path to Him. For He alone can and will strengthen your still weak will  
by showering you with His graces acquired on the cross and thus you will, as it were, receive back the 
strength of will you once possessed and lost due to your fall into the abyss. If I therefore want to show 
you the shortest path, it means that you absolutely have to make contact with Jesus Christ, that you 
approach Him for the strengthening of your will, for the forgiveness of your guilt and for redemption 
from your still bound state.... And all this is also synonymous with a life of love, with everlasting 
activity of love which completely transforms your nature and thus brings it into line with Mine again, 
Who is eternal love.... Every person who endeavours to live in love will also look up to Jesus Christ 
on the cross, he will feel guilty and ask to be released from his guilt, in weakness of his soul he will  
take the path to Jesus Christ and avail himself of His graces acquired on the cross.... He will lean on  
Him because he feels too weak himself, and he will not need to go any further than the cross because 
there he will find everything he needs in order to be taken back into his father's house.... He will be  
certain of the forgiveness of his guilt of sin because he has also changed his nature, as well as the path  
to the cross is a matter of heart for him and therefore he also deeply regrets his guilt. But this change 
of nature does not take place without the will to love, for it is precisely love which the being lacks and 
which it has to ignite in itself again in order to assimilate itself to My original nature. But the human 
being will also be able to do so if only he is of good will to fulfil his earthly task for the purpose of  
which his earthly existence was given to him. The will is everything, and it is certainly strengthened 
by Jesus Christ.... But for this reason the divine redeemer cannot be excluded, and therefore the path 
to the cross is the human being's one great task, the fulfilment of which, however, secures him strength 
and freedom, light and beatitude, as it is promised to you....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

God's great love.... B.D. No. 8042

November 18th 1961

et yourselves be bestowed by Me, for My love for you is exceedingly great and only ever wants 
to give and make you happy. And I require nothing more from you than an open heart, that is, 

your will to accept gifts of love from Me. But then you will be abundantly provided for, I will provide 
for you spiritually and earthly.... everything you need for body and soul will be sent to you so that you 
can cover your earthly path with the success of being spiritually matured and having found unity with 
Me.... which is the purpose and aim of your existence on earth. Let yourselves be blessed by Me.... I 

L
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want to pour out My blessings on you in abundance because you are weak and in need of help and 
because you would not be able to ascend without My help. But I want you to reach the height, I want 
you to become again what you were in the beginning: perfect beings who are unspeakably happy.... 
You are My share and therefore you shall also be united with Me. But you still keep yourselves distant 
from Me unless you voluntarily open your heart to Me and desire that I Myself take possession of 
you.... This will, this desire, must become active in you, and for this you need strength and grace, for 
you are still weak beings and you are still under My adversary's control as long as you have not yet  
consciously joined Me through your will.... And therefore My love constantly endeavours to approach 
you such that you let yourselves be touched by it.... or also, I constantly bestow gifts of love upon you  
so that you should turn towards the giver, for only then will these gifts of love be of value to you. I  
love you and only want you to feel My love, but this requires an opening of your heart, an inner  
willingness to receive My radiation of love. And you prove this to Me when you think of Me when 
you think of a God and creator from Whom you yourselves originated. Then your will is already 
directed towards Me and I use every such opportunity to convey gifts of love to you in whatever form 
this may take.... I bring My word close to you, I stir up the desire in you for the bond with the one  
Whom you acknowledge as your creator, and I mentally enlighten you or forward scriptures to you 
which correspond to the truth, or I bring you together with people with whom you can have spiritual 
conversations.... I take care of every individual and want to radiate love into his heart so that this love 
will be reciprocated and you will consciously strive for unity with Me, Who is eternal love. For I 
constantly want to give Myself away, I constantly want to make you, My living creations, happy, 
because  I  also  constantly  want  to  win  your  love  in  return,  which  again  establishes  the  original 
relationship which signifies eternal bliss. And you can be certain that My love will never give up on 
you, that it will pursue you even if you still keep away from Me.... I will not rest until I have also won  
your love, for only reciprocated love makes you happy.... My love for you, however, never ceases 
because you came forth from My love.... And therefore I will never stop giving Myself to you.... I will 
never stop encouraging your return to Me.... I will constantly touch your hearts, and even if you close 
yourselves off.... once My strength of love will break through, you will voluntarily surrender to it, you 
will  push towards Me in love,  and the bliss of receiving and giving will  have no end....  For My 
fundamental substance is love, and you, too, will return to your original state again, because I will not 
give you up, because I constantly pursue you with My love until you have become and remain Mine 
forever....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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